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Wooden Bedroom Furniture from tbe People's Republic of China:
Scopc Ruling on Delta Enterprise Corporation's Venetian
Changing Table

Based 011 the analysis below, we recommend finding tbat Delta Enterprise COl11oration's
("Delta") Venetian changing table ("changing table") is not covered by the scope of the
antidumping duty order on wooden bedroom furniture fi'01n tbe People's Republic of China
("PRC"). See Notice ofAmended Final Determination o/Sales at Less Than Fair Vctlue and
Antidumping Duty Order: Wooden Bedroom Furniture From the People's Republic a/China, 70
FR 329 (Janumy 4, 2005) ("WBF Order").

Background

On November 10, 2011, pursuant to 19 CFR 351.225, Delta requestcd a ruling by the
Departmcnt of Conunerce ("the Department") to determine wbetber Delta's changing tables are
outside the scope of the WBF Order1 On November 23,2011, the Depmiment issued a

1See Letter from Delta to the Secretary OfC0l11111CrCe regarding: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's
Republic of China: Scope Ruling Requests of Delta," dated November la, 2011 ("Delta's Scope Request"); see also
WBFOrder.



supplemental questionnaire to Delta to clarify Delta's Scope Request? On November 28, 2011,
the American Furniture Manufacturers Committee for Legal Trade and Vaughan-Bassett
Fumihlre Company, Inc. (collectively, "Petitioners"), submitted comments on Delta's Scope
Request.) On December 1,2011, Delta notified the Department that it never received the .
Department's November 23, 2011, supplemental questiOllllaire 4 Therefore, on De<;ember 2,
2011, the Department reissued its supplemental questionnaire to Delta.s On December 6, 2011,
Delta submitted a response to the Department's supplemental questionnaire.6 On December 9,
2011, the Depmtment issued a second supplemental questionnaire to Delta.? On December 12,
2011, Delta submitted a response to the Department's supplemental questionnaire8

Description of Merchandise

Venetian Changing Table

Delta states that the item for which it is requesting a scope ruling is its Venetian changing table9

Delta describes its changing table as designed to SUppOit and to protect an infmlt as he/she is
cleaned and the diaper is changed. Specifically, Delta explains that the changing table is three
leveled, with the changing surface atthe top and two exposed shelves below. The changing
surface features a one-inch, water-resistant cushion with a safety strap and is sUiTounded on all
sides by a ShOit barrier. In addition, Delta explains that a single, shallow, drawer is located
directly beneath the changing surface to store diapers and cleaning products. Further, Delta
states that the changing table is imported into the United States packaged and unassembled and,
when assembled by the consumer, the changing table measures 36.25 inches by 39.5 inches by
24.25 inches. Moreover, Delta states that the changing tables are made of solid wood and are
available in three colors: white, cherry, alld "nahlral."lo Finally, Delta states that the dimensions
of the drawer located below the top surface of its changing table are as follows: the storage
space within the drawer is 13 .31 inches by 31.22 inches by 2.54 inches deep, with the outside
face of the drawer measuring 32.91 inches by 4.96 inches. I I

Scope of the Order

The product covered by the order is wooden bedroom furniture. Wooden bedroom furniture is

2 See Letter to Delta regarding: First Supplemental Questionnaire, dated November 23,2011.
3 See Letter from Petitioners to Secretary ofCol11ll1crce regarding: Petitioners' Response to Delta's Scope Ruling
Requesl, daied November 28,2011.
4 See Letter fi·Olll Delta to Secretary OfC0111t11CrCe regarding: Delta's Non-receipt oftlle Department's Supplemental
Questionnaire, dated December 1, 2011.
5 See Letter to Delta regarding: Re-issuing of First Supplemental Questionnaire, dated December 2, 201l.
6 See Letter from Delta to Secretary ofCol11l11erce regarding: Delta's Reply to Supplemental Questionnaire, dated
December 6, 20 II.
7 See Letter to Della regarding: Second Supplemental Questionnaire, dated December 9, 2011.
S See Letter from Della to Secretary of Commerce regarding: Delta's Second Supplemental Questionnaire
Response, dated December 12,2011 ("Second Supplemental Response").
9 See Delta's Scopc Requcst at 4.
10 Id.
11 See Second Supplcmcntal Response at 2.
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generally, but not exclusively, designed, manufactured, and offered for sale in coordinated
groups, or bedrooms, in which all of the individual pieces are of approximately the same style
and approximately the same material and/or finish. The subject merchandise is made
substantially of wood products, including both solid wood and also engineered wood products
made from wood particles, fibers, or other wooden materials such as plywood, strand board,
particle board, and fiberboard, with or without wood veneers, wood overlays, or laminates, with
or without non-wood components or trim such as metal, marble, leather, glass, plastic, or other
resins, and whether or not assembled, completed, or finished.

The subject merchandise includes the following items: (1) wooden beds such as loft beds, bunk
beds, and other beds; (2) wooden headboards for beds (whether stand-alone or attached to side
rails), wooden footboards for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds;
(3) night tables, night stands, dressers, commodes, bureaus, 'mule chests, gentlemen's chests,
bachelor's chests, lingerie chests, wardrobes, vanities, chessers, chifforobes, and wardrobe-type
cabinets; (4) dressers with framed glass mirrors that are attached to, incorporatcd in, sit on, or
hang over the dresser; (5) chests-on-chests,12 highboys, 13 lowboys, 14 chests of drawcrs, 15 chests,IG
door chests, 17 chiffoniers, 18 hutches,19 and armoires;20 (6) desks, computer stands, filing cabinets,
book cases, or writing tables that are attached to or incorporated in the subject merchandise; and
(7) other bedroom nlrnittlre consistent with the above list.

The scope of the order excludes the following items: (1) seats, chairs, benches, couches, sofas,
sofa beds, stools, and other seating nlrniture; (2) mattresses, mattress supports (including box
springs), infant cribs, water beds, and futon frames; (3) office furniture, such as desks, stand-up
desks, computer cabinets, filing cabinets, credenzas, and bookcases; (4) dining room or kitchen
fumiture such as dining tables, chairs, servers, sideboards, buffets, comer cabinets, china
cabinets, and china hutches; (5) other non-bedroom nlmittlre, such as television cabinets,
cocktail tables, end tables, occasional tables, wall systems, book cases, and entertainment

12 A chest~on-chest is typically a tall chest-of-drawers in two or more sections (or appearing to be in two or more
sections), with one or two sections mounted (or appearing to be mounted) on a slightly larger chest; also known as a
tallboy,
13 A highboy is typically a tall chest of drawers usually composed of a base and a top section with drawers, and
supported on four legs or a small chest (often 15 inches or more in height).
14 A lowboy is typically a short chest of drawers, not more than four feet high, normally set on short legs.
15 A chest ofdrawers is typically a case containing drawers for storing clothing.
16 A chest is typically a case piece taller than it is wide featuring a series of drawers and with or without one or
more doors for storing clothing. The piece can either include drawers or be designed as a large box incorporating a
lid.
17 A door chest is typically a chest with hinged doors to store clothing, whether or not containing drawers. The piece
may also include shelves for televisions and other entertainment electronics.
18 A chiffonier is typically a tall and narrow chest of drawers n01111a11y used for storing undergarments and lingerie,
often with mirror(s) attached.
19 A hutch is typically an open case of furniture with shelves that typically sits on another piece of furniture and
provides storage for clothes.
20 An armoire is typically a tall cabinet or wardrobe (typically 50 inches or taller), with doors, and with one or more
drawers (either exterior below or above the doors or interior behind the doors), shelves, and/or garment rods or other
apparatus for storing clothes. Bedroom armoires may also be used to hold television receivers and/or other audio
visual entertainmcnt systcms.
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systems; (6) bedroom furniture made primarily of wicker, cane, osier, bamboo or rattan; (7) side
rails for beds made of metal if sold separately from the headboard and footbomd; (8) bedroom
furnihtre in which bentwood parts predominate;21 (9) jewelry armories;22 (10) cheval mirrors;23
(11) certain metal parts;24 (12) mirrors that do not attach to, incorporate in, sit on, or hang over a
dresser if they are not designed and marketed to be sold in conjunction with a dresser as part of a
dresser-mirror set; (13) upholstered beds25 and (14) toy boxes26

Imports of subject merchandise are classified under subheadings 9403.50.9042 and 9403.50.9045
of the U.S. Harmonized Tariff Schedule ("HTSUS") as "wooden ... beds" and under subheading

21 As lIsed herein, bentwood means solid wood made pliable. Bentwood is wood that is brought to a curved shape by
bending it while made pliable with moist heat or other agency and then set by cooling or drying. See CBP's
Headquarters Ruling Letter 043859, dated May 17, 1976.
22 Any armoire, cabinet or other accent item for the purpose of storing jewelry, not to exceed 24 inches in width, 18
inches in depth, and 49 inches in height, including a minimum of 5 lined drawers lined with felt or felt-like material,
at least onc side door (whether or not the door is lined with felt or felt-like material), with necklace hangers, and a
flip-top lid with inset mirror. See Issues and Decision Memorandum from Laurel LaCivita to Laurie Parkhill, Office
Director, concerning «Jewelry Armoires and Cheval Mirrors in the Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden
Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China," dated August 31,2004. See also Wooden Bedroom
Furniture From the People's Republic oJChina: Final Changed Circumstances Review, and Determination To
Revoke Order in Port, 71 FR 38621 (July 7, 2006).
23 Cheval mirrors are any framed, tiltable mirror with a height in excess of 50 inches that is mounted on a floor
standing, hinged base. Additionally, the scope of the order excludes combination cheval mirror/jcwelrycabincts.
The excluded merchandise is an integrated piece consisting ofa cheval mirror, i.e., a framed tiltable mirror with a
height in exccss of 50 inches, mounted on a floor-standing, hinged base, the cheval mirror serving as a door to a
cabinet back that is integral to the structure of the mirror and which constitutes a jewelry cabinet line with fabric~

having necklace and bracelet hooks, mountings for rings and shelves, with or without a working lock and key to
secure the contents of the jewelry cabinet back to the cheval mirror, and no drawers anywhere on the integrated
piece. The fully assembled piece must be at least 50 inches in height, 14.5 inches in width, and 3 inches in depth.
See Wooden Bedroom Furniture From the People's Republic ofChina: Final Changed Circumstances Review and
Determination To Revoke Order in Pari, 72 FR 948 (January 9, 2007).
24 Metal furniture parts and untipished furniture parts made of wood products (as defined above) that are not
otherwise specifically named in this scope (i.e., wooden headboards for beds, wooden footboards for beds, wooden
side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds) and that do not possess the essential character of wooden
bedroom furniture in an unassemblcd, incomplete, or unfinished form. Such parts are usually classified under
HTSUS subheadings 9403.90.7005, 9403.90.7010, or 9403.90.7080.
25 Upholstered beds that are completely upholstered, i.e., containing filling material and completely covered in sewn
genuine leather, synthetic leather, or nahlral or synthetic decorative fabric. To be excluded, the entire bed
(headboards, footboards, and side rails) must be upholstered except for bed feet, which may be of wood, metal, or
any other material and which are no marc than nine inches in height from the floor. See Wooden Bedroom_Furniture
ji'om the People's Republic ojChina: Final Results ofChanged Circumstances Review and Determination to
Revoke Order in Part, 72 FR 7013 (February 14,2007).
26 To be excluded the toy box must: (1) be wider than it is tall; (2) have dimensiOI1S within 16 inches to 27 inches in
height, 15 inches to 18 inches in depth, and 21 inches to 30 inches in width; (3) have a hinged lid that encompasses
the entire top of the box; (4) not incorporate any doors or drawers; (5) have slow-closing safety hinges; (6) have air
vents; (7) have no locking mechanism; and (8) comply with American Society for Testing and Materials ("ASTM")
standard F963-03. Toy boxes are boxes generally designed for the purpose of storing children's items such as toys,
books, and playthings. See Wooden Bedroom Furniturefrom the People's Republic olChina: Final Results of
Changed Circumstances Review and Determination to Revoke Order i/1 Part, 74 FR 8506 (February 25, 2009).
Further, as determined in the scope ruling memorandum "Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic
of China: Scope Ruling on a White Toy Box," dated July 6, 2009, the dimensional ranges used to identify the toy
boxes that arc excluded from the wooden bedroom furniture order apply to the box itself rather than the lid.
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9403.50.9080 of the HTSUS as "other ... wooden fumiture ofa kind used in the bedroom." In
addition, wooden headboards for beds, wooden footboards for beds, wooden side rails for beds,
and wooden canopies for beds may also be entered under subheading 9403.50.9042 or
9403.50.9045 of the HTSUS as "patis of wood." Subject merchandise may also be entered under
subheadings 9403.50.9041, 9403.60.8081, or 9403.20.0018. Further, fratlled glass minors may
be entered under subheading 7009.92.1000 or 7009.92.5000 of the HTSUS as "glass mirrors ...
framed." Them'der covers all wooden bedroom fumiture meeting the above descriptimi,
regardless of tariff classification. Although the HTSUSsubheadings are provided for
convenience and customs purposes, our written descrijJtion of the scope of this proceeding is
dispositive.

Legal Framework

The Department examines scope requests in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225. Under 19 CFR
351.225(k)(1), the Department first examines the description of the merchandise contained in the
petition, the initial investigation, the determinations of the Secretary (including prior scope
determinations) and the International Trade Commission CITC"). If the Department determines
that these descriptions are dispositive of the matter, the Depatiment will issue a final scope ruling.
as to whether the merchandise is covered by the order.27

Where the descriptions of the merchandise are not dispositive, the Depatiment will consider the
following factors, as provided under 19CFR 351.225(k)(2): i) the physical characteristics of the
merchandise; ii) the expectations of the ultimate purchasers; iii) the ultimate use of the product;
iv) the chatmels of trade in which the product is sold; and v) the manner in which the product is
advertised and displayed. The detennination as to which analytical framework is most
appropriate in any given scope inquity is made on a case-by-case basis after consideration of all
evidence before the Department.

For this proceeding, the Department evaluated Delta's request in accordance with 19 CFR
351.225(k)(1) and finds that the description of the product contained in the petition, the initial
investigation, the determinations by the Secretary (including prior scope determinations), atld the
ITC are, in fact, dispositive with respect to Delta's Venetian changing table. Therefore, we find
it unnecessaty to consider the additional factors found in 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2).

27 See 19 CFR 351.225(d).
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Interested Party Comments and Analysis

Delta's Comments

•

•

The Department should analyze Delta's Venetian changing table under 19 CFR 351.225
(k)(l) and find that its changing table is outside the scope of the WBF Order because the
Department previously determined that an almost identical changing table was outside
the scope of the WBF Order in Stork Craft. 28

Alternatively, ifthe Depmiment analyzes its changing table under 19 CFR 351.225
(k)(2), based on the five Diversified Products criteria (i.e., physical characteristics,
purchaser expectations, ultimate product use, channels of trade, mld mmmer in which the
product is advertised or displayed), its changing table is outside the scope of the WBF
Order. First, the shallow drawer on its changing table lacks the cssential physical
characteristics of dressers and similar items of wooden bedroom furniture. Next,
purchasers' expectations concerning the changing table include tending to an infant's
diaper needs, whereas wooden bedroom nmliture is typically for the adult, youth, or
hospitality markets. Furthermore, the ultimate use of the changing table is for diaper
changing, whereas wooden bedroom nlrniture is used primarily in residences, lodging,
and long-term care facilities, such as assisted living facilities. Moreover, the changing
tables are advertised and displayed as an infant product and not as ordinmy bedroom
furniture. According to Delta, regarding to chamlcls of trade, in addition to major retail
stores, the changing tables are available in specialty stores and on specialty websites
where wooden bedroom fumihlre is not typically sold. Lastly, items of wooden bedroom
fumiture generally are designed and offered for sale in coordinated groups, whereas the
changing table is sold either independently or in combination only with other infant
items, not pieces of wooden bedroom nlrniture.

Petitioners' Comments

• While Petitioncrs did not express an opinion as to whether the changing table is within
the scope of the WBF Order, they did request that the Depmiment obtain the dimensions
of the drawer located under Delta's changing table to dete=ine whether it provides
sufficient space to store clothing.

Analysis

For this proceeding, the Department agrees with Delta's assertion that the Department should not
initiate a full scope revicw in order to evaluate tlle Diversified Products criteria set forth at 19
CFR 351.225(k)(2). Based on the information on the record, the Department has sufficient
information to evaluate Delta's request in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1) and finds that

28 See Memorandum Regarding: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China: Final Scope
Ruling on Certain Infant Changing Tables, dated February 24, 201 I ("Stork Craft"); see Delta's Scope Request at 5
9 and Exhibit A.
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the description of the product contained in the petition, the initial investigation, the
determinations by the Secretary (including prior scope determinations), and the ITC are, in fact,
dispositive with respect to Delta's changing table. Therefore, we find it unnecessary to consider
the additional factors found in 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2).

Venetian Changing Table

i) The text ofthe scope is inconclusive

While the descriptions of the subject merchandise contained in the petition, the investigation, and
the determinations of the Secretmy (such as prior scope rulings) and the ITC are useful, in
discussing the interpretive process that the Department should follow in making scope rulings
pursuant to 19 CFR 351.225(k)(I), the Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit ("CAFC") has
stated:

The critical question is not whether the petrtlon covered the merchandise or
whether it was at some point within the scope of the investigation. The purpose
of the petition is to propose an investigation ... , A purpose of the investigation is
to determine what merchandise should be included in the final order.
Commerce's final determination reflects the decision that has been made as to
which merchandise is within the final scope of the investigation atld is subject to
the order. ... Thus, the question is whether the {final scope of the order} included
the subject merchandise. 29

The CAFC also stated that "a predicate for the interpretative process {in a scope inquiry}
is language in the order that is subject to interpretation.,,30 Thus, "while the petition,
factual findings, legal conclusions, and preliminary orders can aid in thc analysis, they
cannot substihlte for the language ofthe order itself, which remains the 'cornerstone' in
any scope determination.,,3l Accordingly, the first analysis which the Department must
consider in conducting a scope inquiry is to determine whether thc product is expressly
covered by the language of the scope, or exclusions, of the antidumping duty order.
Therefore, the Department first evaluated Delta's changing table using the express
language of the order itself, in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1).

The scope of the WBF Order explicitly excludes "infant cribs," but there is no such express
exclusion for infant changing tables. On the other hand, "night tables, night stands, dressers"
and other such wooden bedroom furniture are explicitly described in the scope of the WBF
Order, while wooden infant changing tables, on the other hand, are not specifically mentioned.
Further, the scope of the WBF Order does not define a "dresser." Accordingly, the issue before
the Department in this scope inquiry is whether Delta's wooden infant changing tables are more
akin to a dresser, or, like infant cribs, they were not intended to be covered by the scope of the

29 See Dl!ferco Steel. Inc. v. United States, 296 F.3d 1087, 1096 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
30 See id.. 296 F.3d at 1097.
31 Walgreen Co. alDeelfieid. Inc. v. United States, 620 F.3d 1350, 1357 (Fed. Cir, 2010).
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WBFOrder.

ii) The petition and adminish'ative record of the underlying Commerce and ITC
investigations provide no guidance

Because there is no further language in the scope to guide the Dep111'tment's analysis, we then
reviewed the administrative record of the underlying antidumping duty ("AD") investigation.
The Department found no discussion in the petition or the underlying AD investigation
addressing wooden infant changing tables.

iii) The Department's previous scope rulings on infant changing tables are dispositive

The Department then considered its analyses in two past scope determinations, both which
addressed wooden infant changing tables. On August 11, 2006, in Dare!, the Department issued
its first scope ruling concerning infant changing tables.32 In Dare!, the Department reached the
same conclusion as determined in this case, that there is nothing dispositive in the underlying
petition and investigation administrative record to determine if changing tables are covered by
the WBF Order. The Department therefore determined that it could not make a determination
based upon 19 CFR 35l.225(k)(1), and it applied the Diversified Products factors of19 CFR
351.225(k)(2) (i.e., physical characteristics, purchaser expectations, ultimate product use, and
channels of trade) to Dorel's changing tables.

Petitioners in the Dare! scope proceedings indicated that they did not intend for the scope of the
lUlderlying investigation to cover wooden infant changing tables with (I) a permanent guard rail
around the perimeter of the top surface, (2) a flat top, and (3) no drawers or doors. After the
Department conducted its analysis of the Diversified Products factors, the Department agreed·
that if these three requirements were found to exist, the wooden infant changing tables before the
Department would be outside the scope of the WBF Order. The Department stated that if a
changing table had drawers, it would be included in the scope of the WBF Order, because it
would be more akin to a "dresser.,,33

On February 24, 2011, in the second scope ruling addressing wooden infant changing tables,
Stork Craft, the Depat'tment analyzed changing tables that had a single, small drawer which was
"intended for storing articles necessary for cleaning and diapering an infant.,,34 Once again, the
Department concluded that an analysis under 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1) was not dispositive of the
issue, so the Department applied the Diversified Products factors of 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2) to
Stork Crcift's changing tables. Pursuant to this analysis, the Department concluded that despite
its earlier determination in the Dare! scope ruling that "no" drawer or door could exist on a
changing table for it to be outside the WBF Order, in fact a changing table with a single

]2 See Memorandum Regarding: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China: Infant (baby)
Changing Tables and Toddler Beds Scope Determination, dated August 11,2006 ("Dorel"); see Attachment 3.
33 See id. at 20.
J4 Stork Craft at 2.
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relatively small drawer might also be outside the scope.35 Discussing the changing tables before
it, Department explained that while a small drawer might be "suitable for holding the
paraphernalia associated with changing an infant (such as lotion and baby wipes)," the small
drawers it considered "did not provide adequate storage space for clothing and, thus, lacked the
essential physical characteristics of dressers and similar items ofWBF.,,3 Thus, in Stork Craft,
the Depmiment determined that Stork Craft's infant changing tables, which contained a single,
small drawer, were outside the scope ofthe WBF Order.37

In this case, Delta's changing table has (1) a permanent guard rail around the perimeter of the top
surface, (2) a flat top, and (3) a drawer38 Thus; while Delta's changing table satisfies the first
two requirements for exclusion from the WBF Order pursuant to Dorel, Delta's changing table
does contain a drawer. Therefore, the Deparhnent considered the measurements of Delta's infant
changing table in light of the Stork Craft scope ruling.

In particular, Delta's changing table is described as, and visually appears to be, almost identical
to the changing tables analyzed in Stork Craft. The only notable differences between Delta's
changing table and the changing tables in Stork Craft, which we previously determined were
outside the scope of the WBF Order, is that the dimensions of Delta's changing table differ
slightly by a couple of inches, and the sizc of the drawers differ slightly as well.

With respect to the dimensions of the tables, the two changing tables in Stork Craft were 39.25
inches by 19.5 inches by 37.75 inches, and 36.5 inches by 24.5 inches by 38 inches, while the
dimensions ofDelta's changing table are 36.25 inches by 24.25 inches by 39.5 inches.39

With respect to the dimensions of the drawers, the single drawer on the changing tables under
consideration in Stork Cra}1 measured 32 inches by 17 inches by 3.25 inches, with the outside
face of the drawer measuring 34 inches by 4.25 inches. 40 Delta's drawer, on the other hand,
measures 13.31 inches by 31.22 inches by 2.54 inches, with the outside face of the drawer
measuring 32.91 inches by 4.96 inches 4

\ Thus, the volume of the changing table drawers in
Stork Craft were 1768 cubic inches, while the volume of Delta's changing table drawer is 1055
cubic inches.

Although the tables and drawers before the Department in Stork Craft are very similar to Delta's
table and drawer, it is worth noting that Delta's changing table drawer provides even less storage
depth than the changing table drawers in Stork Craft. The Depmtment was very clear in its scope
ruling in Stork Cmfl that for it to consider a changing table with a single drawer to be akin to a
"dresser" and "similar items ofWBF," the drawer had to "provide adequate storage spaee for

35 See Stork Cra}1 at 5.
36 [d. at 5.
37 [d.

38 See Delta's Scope Request at 4 and II; see also Second Supplemental Response at 2.
39 See Delta's Scope Request at 4, 6-7, and 11; see also Stork Craft at 2.
40 See Stork Croft at 2.
4\ See Second Supplemental Response at 2.
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clothing." 42 The drawer in Delta's wooden infant changing table does not fit that qualification.
Therefore, based on the facts of this case, and consistent with the Depmiment's scope mlings in
Dorel and Stork Craft, the Depmiment has determined that Delta's changing table is sufficiently
distinguishable from dressers and other wooden bedroom fumiture explicitly listed in the scope
of the WBF Order.

Accordingly, in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1), the Depmiment has concluded that its
prior scope determinations concerning wooden infant changing tables are dispositive with regard
to this scope inquiry, and that Delta's changing table is not covered by the scope of the WBF
Order. Consequently, because the Department finds that Delta's changing table is not covered
by the WBF Order, pursuant to 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1), it is not necessmy for the Department to
address Delta's arguments concerning the Diversified Products criteria presented by 19 CFR
351.225(k)(2).

Recommendation

In accordance with 19 CFR 351.225(k)(I), based upon the above analysis, we recommend the
Depm·tment find that Delta's Venetiml changing table is outside the scope of the WBF Order.

Agree Disagree

Gmy Taverman
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Operations

\'1..\1.1 \\\
Date

42 Stork Craji at 5.
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UHITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COi\IH\IlEIlCIE
International ·irade ~dminjs'traeion

Washington, D.C_ 20230

~vember8, iQQi>
MEMORANDUM TO:

THROUGH:

FROM:

OFFICIAL FILE

Laurie Parkhill
Office Director
AD/CVD Enforcement

Robert Bolling Vip
Program Manager

Erol Yesin tiJr
Case Analyst

~79#i?
veshgation

Public Document
L,",,08: EY

SUBJECT:

Background

Final Determination: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the
People's Republic of China - Comments on the Scope of the
Investigation

This memorandum addresses comments received prior to the preliminary determination
published June 24, 2004, and comments received by July 30, 2004, based on our scope
memorandum dated June 17, 2004.'

.' ,

On January 13,2004, Markor International Furniture (Tianjin) ~anufactureCo., Ltd.
("Markor"), Lacquer Craft Manufacturing Company, Ltd., ("Lacquer Craft") and the Committee
for Free Trade Furniture ("CFTF") provided comments concerning whether home office pieces
are included in the scope of the investigation. On July 29,2004, Birchfield Design Group, Inc.
("Birchfield") provided comments recommending that the Department limit the scope of tbe
investigation to matching furniture sold in suites and as suites. On July 29,2004, Horne
Decorators, Inc, ("f-IDC"), provided comments concerning exclusion of wooden ready-to
assemble furniture from the PRe. On July 30,2004, The Neiman Marcus Group ("NMG")
provided comments concerning the use of the "in suite" language in the scope as a means of

I See Memorandum from Laurel LaCivita, Senior Case Analyst, through Robert Bolling,
Program Manager, to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director for ChinalN'ME Group 8: Preliminary
Determination: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China in the
Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of
China, June 17,2004.
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-2-

interpreting the scope. On July 30, 2004, LTD Commodities, LLC ("LTD"), and ABC
Distributing, LLC ("ABC"), provided comments concerning the exclusion of RTA wooden
bedroom furniture from the scope of this investigation. On July 30, 2004, the Bombay Company,
I.e. Penney Corporation Inc., and Crate and Barrel, members of the Furniture Retailers of
Ameriea CFRA"), provided comments to limit the scope of investigation to bedroom products
that are Iypically sold as a part of bedroom suites. On July 30, 2004, Guangzhou Marie Yee
Furnishings Ltd., Pyla HK Ltd., and Maria Yee, Inc. CMaria Yee"), provided comments
requesting clarification on the standards for determining whether certain furniture products
constitute bedroom furniture for purpose of this investigation. On July 30, 2004, Sunrise
Medical Inc. ("Sumise Medical") provided eomments coneerning patient-room furniture used in
the long-telm care, nursing home, or similar markets. On July 30, 2004, Dorel Asia CDore!")
provided comments that RTNknock-down bedroom furniture should be excluded from the scope
of this investigation. On July 30, 2004, Importers' Coalition provided comments reeommending
that the Department exelude furniture pal1s not included in the scope of the investigation and day
beds. On July 30, 2004, Tumac Lumber Co., Inc. CTumac"), provided comments reeommending
that imported parts that are not specifically identified in the scope should be excluded from the
investigation. On July 30, 2004, Shing Mark Enterprise Co. Ltd. ("Shing Mark Group")
provided comments concerning "made substantially of wood" and day beds.

On August 6, 2004, Petitioners' provided rebuttal comments responding to the above-mentioned
comments concerning patient-room furniture, the exclusion of pieces not sold in suites, the
inclusion of furniture parts, the exclusion of day beds, the standard of "made substantially of
wood," horne office pieces, and RTA furniture.

On August 6, 2004, LTD and ABC submitted rebuttal cornments proposing specific language to
exclude RTA wooden bedroom furniture from the seope of the.investigation. Also, on August 6,
2004, Sunrise Medical provided rebuttal comments proposing specific language to exclude
patient-care furniture products from the scope of the investigation.

On August 31, 2004, the Department issued a decision memorandum to exclude jewelry armoires
and cheval mirrors from the scope of the investigation.] Petitioners agreed that the existing scope

'The American Furniture Manufactures Committee for Legal Trade and its individual
members and the Cabinet Makers, Millmen, and Industrial Carpenters Local 721, UBC Southern
Council of Industlia! Worker's Loca! Union 2305, United Steel Workers of American Local
193U, Carpenters Industrial Union Local 2093, and Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and
Helper Local 99 I.

J See Memorandum from Robert Bolling, Program Manager, to Lauric Parkhill, Office
Director for ChinaiNME Group 8: Issues and Decision Memorandum Concerning Jewelry
Armoires and Cheval Mirrors in the Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom
Furniture ['rom the People's Republic of China ("Certain Jewelry Armoires and Cheval MilTors
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language with respect to what kinds of armoires and mirrors are included within the scope of
investigation needed to be clarified. Subsequently, Petitioners submitted scope language to

exclude jewelry annoires and cheval mirrors. The amended scope language is as follows:

"The scope of Ihe Petition excludes: .. ,,allY anlloire, cabillel, or orher accellt ilem for Ihe
purpose of storillg jewelry, 1101 to exceed 24" ill with, 18" in depth, and 49" inluiight,
including a minimum of5 lined drawers lined wilhfelt or fell-like material, al leasl one
side door lined wilh J«It or fell-like material, wirh necklace hangers, and a flip-lOp lid
with inset mirror. "

"The scope of Ihe Perilion excludes:, ..(J0) Cheval mirrors, i.e., any framed, tillable
mirror wilh a height ill excess of 50 inches thaI is mou11led on afloar standing, hinged
base, "

Similarly, on September 23,2004, Petitioners concurred that the scope language with respect to
mirrors that are not designed and marketed to be sold in conjunction with a dresser as part of a
dresser-mirror set in the scope of the investigation should be modified in order to eliminate
ambiguity. On September 30, 2004, the Department issued a decision memorandum to amend
the scope of thc investigation to include only mirrors that are designed or otherwise intended to
be sold in combination with a dresser' Accordingly, Petitioners submitted the following
modified scope language for mirrors:

"The scope afthe Perill'oll excludes:..mirrors that do nOI attach 10, incorporate in, sit on.
or hang over a dresser if they are not designed and marketed to be sold in conjunction
with a dresser as parI ofa dres,ver·mirror set."

LIST OF ISSUES SUMMARIZED PAGE

Comment l: Limited to Products Sold In Suites , .. , .... , 4
Comment 2: Day Beds , .. " .. '",.,'.'", .. , .. , .. ,., .... ,."., ",.".,' 7
Comment 3: Inclusion of Pans, , . , , , , .. , . , . ' , ' , ' , , ' , , ' . , , . ' , , 8
Comment 4: "Made Substantially of Wood" .".,'., .. ".""' ',.",.',, .. ' 10
Comment 5: Long-Term Care Market ",., .. """ .. "., ... " ,.,.",., ... ",. 11
Comment 6: Ready-to-Assemble ("RTA") Bedroom Furniture", "' .. " .. , .. ,.", , , , , . 13

Decision Memorandum"), August 3 1,2004,

'See Memorandum from Roben Bolling, Pro.,gram Manager, to Laurie Parkhill, Office
Director for ChinalNME Group 8: Issues and Decision Memorandum Concerning Mirrors in the
Antidomping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of
China ("Cenain Mirrors Decision Memorandum"), September 30,2004.
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Comment 7: Home Office Pieces .

Comment 1: Limited to Producl, Sold In Suites

., 17

Birchfield contends that the definition of "bedroom furniture" is overly broad. Birchfield argues
that furniture placed in bedrooms vary greatly and certain pieces can be used in numerous ways.
Therefore, for clarity, Birchfield contends that the scope of the investigation should define
bedroom furniture to include only those pieces typically sold in suites as suites, including beds,
dressers, chest of drawers, night stands, and armoires.

Additionally, Malia Vee argues thal the scope description is overly broad and must be clarified.
In particular, Maria Vee recommends that the Department must specify standards for detennining
which furniture products are bedroom Furniture for purposes of this investigation and must
designate a more complete list of specifically excluded furniture items.

Maria Yee asserts that the scope of the investigation should be limited to a set of traditional, or
"core", bedroom products that are. commonly associated with use solely within the bedroom.
Maria Yee contends that, based on the definition of the essential character of traditional bedroom
furniture, the scope of this investigation should be limited to the bed, including headboards,
footboards, rails, and slats, Maria Yee also asserts that items such as night stands, but not tables
or chests thai may on occasion be used as night stands, and wardrobe cabinets, chests, and
dressers for clothing storage should also be included as part of a set of traditional bedroom
Furniture since these items are used in connection with sleeping, dressing, Of for the storage of
clothes.

FUl1her, Maria Yee contends that multi-functional products, which are not designed or sold
exclusively or solely used for the bedroom, should not be included as part of the scope of this
investigation. For example, Maria Yee asserts that furniture items such as annoires, chests, and
cabinets with drawers too small to hold clothing and intended as accent pieces for the liVing
room and other non-bedroom areas of the home should be treated as outside of the scope of the
investigation.

Furthermore, [vlatia Yec argues that cenain tables designed for and intended to be used in other
rooms which can be used also as night stands should not qualify as bedroom furniture. Maria
Yee asserts that only tables designed and sold exclusively as night stands, in the manner of a
night stand included with a bedroom suite, qualify as bedroom furniture.

Citing pictures and specifications attached to its submission, Maria Yee contends that a number
of furniture items it oFfers have been used tradiOonally in rooms other than the bedroom even
though they may be sold for or used in a bedroom. For example, Maria Yee states that the Ming
cabinet and Japanese Tansu are designed as general storage pieces and accent tables are used in
entry ways and hallways traditionally for storage and accent. While these pieces may be placed
in a bedroom, Maria Yee aSSeJ1S that, traditionally, they are neither included in a bedroom set nor
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are they eXclusively designed, sold for, or solely used in the bedroom.

Accordingly, Maria Yee requests that the Department specify, as part of the clarification of the
scope, that the items mentioned above arc not covered by the investigation.

NMG argues that the scope description is ambiguous and that a clarification is necessary. [n
panicular, NMG requests that the Department clarify the "in suite" language of the scope when it
comes to differentiating bedroom furniture chests from unique decorative chests and other
occasional pieces.

NMG asserts that Pctitioners have drawn a distinction between decorative and bedroom chests
and stated clearly in the Petition that certain decorative chests that have unusual shapes Or
dimensions or highly stylized and decorative patterns are excluded from the scope of the
investigation. Because Petitioners themselves have highlighted the differences, NMG contends
that the Department should include in the scope language the same objective factors to
distinguish in-scope wooden bedroom furniture from other residential wooden furniture.

The FRA contends that the scope of the investigation as it is written currently is unnecessarily
broad and ambiguous. The FRA asserts that the Department should limit its list of products that
are within the scope of the investigation to a group of "core" bedroom products that are typically
sold as part of bedroom suites.

The FRA contends that "core" products that are included within thc scope should be limited to
beds (including headboards, footboards, side rails, and slats), dressers for clothing storage, night
stands, wardrobe cabinets, and chcsts. The FRA argues that the scope should also be clarified to
limit the dimensions of dressers, chests, and wardrobe cabinets 10 those that are large enough to
be used for the purpose of clothing storagc.

The FRA argues that the scope as written currently could be interpreted to include many products
that are never or rarely sold as part of a bedroom suite. The FRA contends that these products
are neither designed nor intended for use solely in the bedroom nor produced by Petitioners. For
example, the FRA asserts, the scope could be read to include all framed mirrors greater than a
certain size and all accessory items that sometimes might be found in the bedroom,living room,
or other room. Therefore, the FRA. requcsts that the Department modify the scope of the
investigation expliCitly to exclude framed rrUlTOrs that are not incorporated in, attached to, or sold
in combination with dressers, jewelry storage products, such as jewelry annoires, jewelry chest,
and jewelry wardrobes, other accessory products that can sometimes be used in the bedroom,
such as quilt/towel racks, luggage racks, and vanity tables, products intended for primary use not
in the bedroom, and hand-painted furniture from the scope of the investigation.

Petitioners contend that the FRA's request for the Department to limit the scope of the
investigation to a group of "core" bedroom products that arc typically sold as part of bedroom
suites because "the Petition itself. and the testimony of Petitioners' counscl at the ITC
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Preliminary Conference, acknowledged that the subject wooden bedroom furniture is commonly
or generally included in a suite, is baseless.

Petitioners assert that the Petition states that the wooden bedroom fumiture covered by the scope
includes fumiture that is "generally but nO[ exclusively" designed, made, and sold in coordinated
groups, commonly called bedroom suites. Moreover, they contend, the scope language indicates
that covered items include a wide valiety of individual pieces of wooden bedroom fumiture,
many of which are not typically sold as part of a bedroom suite.

Furthermore, Petitioners disagree with FRA's argument that the Department should include
within the scope only those dressers, wardrobe cabinets, and chests that are used to store clothes.
Petitioners contend that the Petition intentionally included items such as night stands and night
tables which contain drawers that can be used to store items other than clothes.

Department's Position:

We have deternlined that the wooden bedroom furniture covered within the scope of the
investigation includes items that are not limited to products typically sold as a part of bedroom
suites. Analysis of the scope language in the Petition, the Preliminary Determination, and
Petitioners' August 6, 2004, rebuttal comments demonstrate that the scope of the investigation
includes individual pieces of wooden bedroom furniture that are used to store things other than
clothes.

Additionally, an analysis of the scope language in the ITC Report also provides insight with
respect to items that make up the wooden bedroom furniture suites:

"On a broad level, the individual items of furniture that comprise wooden bedroom
furniture can be said to share the same general characteristics and end uses .... However,
the individual items of furniture making up the wooden bedroom furniture category also
differ with respect to certain physical characteristics and end uses. For example, night
stands and dressers do not share the same physical structure as beds, nor do they share the
same structure and design with each other, because each article is designed specifically
for a different end use .... Thus, at a more item-specific level, the individual items of
furniture within the bedroom furniture grouping do not share all of the physical
characteristics and end uses with the other items of furniture within the grouping.
However, the record of this preliminary investigation does generally support petitioners'
contention that individual items within the wooden bedroom grouping generally are
designed, manufactured and sold to retailers as bedroom "suites"." 5

5 See Wooden Bedroom Fumiture From China, USITC Pub. 3667,lnv. Nos. 731-TA
1058 (Prelim) (Jan. 2004) at 10.
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The scope language in the Petition states clearly that wooden bedroom furniture "is generally, but
not exclusively, designed, manufactured, and'offered for sale in coordinated groups, commonly
called bedroom suites... '" The Petition specifically identifies a number of pieces of bedroom
furniture that are covered (U, wooden beds such as loft beds, bunk beds, and other beds,
wooden headboards for beds (whether stand-alone or attached to side rails), wooden footboards
for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds, and night tables, night
stands, dressers, vanities, etc.) in the scope of the investigation. Likewise, the Petition also
excluded certain products Cu, seats, chairs, benches, couches, sofas, sofa beds, stools, and
seating furniturc; mattresses, mattress supports, etc.) from the scope of this investigation.

Accordingly, we determine that there is no basis for the claim that the scope of the investigation
covers only "core" bedroom products that are typically sold as part of a hedroom suite because
there is no conclusive evidence to support the assertion that "core" bedroom products are the
only type of products used in the bedroom.

Therefore, the Department finds that the current scope language provides the appropriate basis
for determining whether certain furniture items are, or are not, covered by the scope of the
investi gation,

Comments 2: Day Beds

The Importcrs' Coalition maintains that the Department should clarify its scope language to
exclude day beds expliCitly from this inVestigation on the grounds that day bcds are not bedroom
furniture but rather used in an office or den and only rarely as a spare for an overnight guest. The
Importers' Coalition proposes specific language to describe the exclusion of day beds from the
scope of the investigation.

Shing Mark contends that the DepaItment should exclude day beds from the scope of this
investigation. Shing Mark asserts that, since Petitioners provided no guidance and neither agreed
nor disagreed that day beds are outside the scope of the investigation, the determination whether
a particular daybed model is included in the scope of the investigation can be made from the
description of the subject merchandise. Shing Mark contends that in its earlier submission, dated
January 13, 2004, it explained its description of its day-bed models and has concluded that none
of its day beds should be deemed subject merchandise.

In its January 13, 2004, comments, Shing Mark Group contended that the Depmment should
clarify its scope language to exclude day beds from this investigation on the grounds that day
beds are not principally bedroom fumiture and that the Department's existing scope language

6 See Petition at 4.
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excludes other furniture such as sofa beds and futon frames' that have uses and physical
attributes either identical to or highly similar to day beds.

The Shing Mark Group argues that the primary function of day beds is for seating. not for
sleeping. in rooms other than a bedroom. The Shing Mark Group contends that day beds are
essentially couches. sofas. or long chairs.

Petitioners contend that it is not clear that all day beds would fall outside the scope of the
investigation. Petitioners argue that, without knowing product-specific details. it would not be
appropriate for the Department to create a blanket exclusion for such products. Petitioners
maintain that the scope language as currently framed prOVides the appropriate basis for
determining whether particular day beds are, or arc not, covered by the scope of the investigation.

Department's Position:

We have not excluded day beds from the scope of this investigation. We find that there is
insufficient information available on the record at this point in the investigation to make an
across-the board determination whether to exclude all day beds from the scope of the
investigation.

If the ITC makes an affirmative injury determination we will publish an antidumping duty order.
Unless other exclusionary language addresses the question of whether specific day beds are
within the scope ~, they are not made substantially of wood or wood products). we can
conduct scope-clarification proceedings to determine whether specific day beds are within the
scope of the order.

Comments 3: Inclusion of Parts

Tumae contends that it may be inappropriate to treat all items covered by the scope language as
one like product because they have different physical characteristics and end uses. Tumac
recommends that the Department exclude furniture parts not included in the scope of the
investigation, except for headboards, footboards, side rails and canopies for beds which are
identified specifically in the scope.' For example, Tumac imports furniture parts such as drawer
sides, drawer fronts, drawer backs, aprons. moldings, tops, shelves, face frame styles, face frame
rails, top cleats, and shims. Tumac asselts that most of these imported parts are in an unfinished

, See Notice of Initiation at 70299.

, It refers to the language in Notice of Preliminary Determination of Sales at Less than
Fair Value and Pustponement of the Final Determination: Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the
People's Republic of China, 69 FR 35312, 35318 (June 24. 2004).
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state and must undergo significant further manufactuling in the United States in order to become
a piece of wooden bedroom furniture. Therefore, it contends, the uses of these imponed parts are .
not specifically dedicated to bedroom furniture at the time of entry.

Accordingly, Tumac states that the Depanment should state explicitly that imported parts that are
not specifically named and that do not rise to the level of unassemblcd, uncompleted or
unfinished piece of bedroom furniture are excluded from the scope.

Tumac requests that the Depanment include in the list of exclusions in the scope language
(immediately after "(8) bedroom fumiture in which bentwood parts predominate")"(9) furniture
parts." In the alternative, Tumac suggests the following language:

"(9) furniture parts that arc not otherwise specifically named in this scope, including, for
example, pans that do not possess the essential character of wooden bedroom furniture in
an unassembled, incomplete or unfinished form. Such parts are usually classified in
subheading 9403.90.7000, IITSUS."

The Imponers' Coalition assens that the existing scope language with respect to certain furniture
parIS is ambiguous. The Imponers' Coalition argues that the DepaItment should clarify the scope
to identify which pans are included within the scope of the investigation and proVide gUidance
for distinguishing between in-scope and out-of-scope pans.

The Importers' Coalition contends that Petitioners. never intended for furniture parts (other than
those specifically mentioned) to be included in the scope of the investigation. Accordingly,
based on the description of the scope, the Importers' Coalition assens that Petitioners specifically
mentioned only headboards, footboards, side rails, and canopies for beds as the parts that were
subject merchandise. Therefore, the Imponers' Coalition argues that the Department should
clarify the scope accordingly and specifically exclude non-scope merchandise from the scope of
the investigation.

Petitioners concur that the scope language with respect to furniture parts needs to be modified.
Petitioners also believe that the language proposed by Tumac to accomplish this can serve as a
constructive starting point. Accordingly, Petitioners expressed a willingness to accept a slightly
modified version of the language proposed by Tumae. Thus, they propose the following
modification to the list of exclusions from the scope:

Metal fumiture pans and unfinished fumiture parts made of wood products (as defined
above) that are not otherwise specifically named in this scope (.l&, wooden headboards
for beds, wooden fOOl boards for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies
for beds) and thai do not possess the essential character of wooden bedroom furniture in
an unassembled, incomplete, or unfinished foml. Such parts are usually classified in
subheading 9403.90.7000, IITSUS.
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Department's Position:

Bccausc Petitioners havc provided exclusionary language which wc find to be administrable, we
agree to modify the scope langu<lge to exclude certain furniture parts.

Therefore, for thc final determination, the Department has amended thc scope language with
respect \0 furniture parts and included items that possess the essential character of wooden
hedroom furniture in the scope of this investigation. The Depanment includes the following
language as exclusion number (9):

Metal furniture parts and unfinished furniture parts made of wood products (as defined
above) that are not otherwise specifically named in this scope CiL, wooden heqdboards
for beds, wooden footboards for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies
for beds) and that do not possess the essential character of wooden bedroom furniture in
an unassembled, incomplete, or unfinished fonn. Such parts are usually classified in
subheading 9403.90.7000, HTSUS.

Comment 4: "Made Substantially of Wood"

Birchfield argues that the scope language is ambiguous in that no standard has been provided for
"substantially made of wood" because "substantially" is not defined. Consequently, it contends
that this vagucness invites confusion as to whether cenainproducts fall within the scope.

Thus for clarity Birchfield proposes to modify the scope language to address the standard as
"made almost entirely of wood." Birchfield believes that this clarification would help define the
tcrm "substantially" made of wood as products that <lre made almost entirely of wood.

Shing Mark contends that the Department should reinterpret a clear and reasonable definition of
"made substantially of wood." Shing Mark assel1s that the existing scope language will create an
administrative burden for the Dep:l11ment in having 10 make ad hoc decisions interpreting
whether merchandise meets the "made substantially of wood" standard. Accordingly, Shing
Mark requests that the Depanment implement a clear, practical, and reasonable standard to
define "made of substantially of wood." Shing Mark suggests the following standard to measure
products that are "made of substantially of wood":

I. The weight of wood in a given piece of imponed merchandise.
2. On the basis of the specific merchandise as entered ~, evaluate the bed rail
independently of the bed with which it will be assembled).
3. Give meaning and effect to the tenn "substantially" such that subject
merchandise must contain 75 percent wood products by weight.
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Petitioners comends that the new definition Birchfield proposes is significantly more narrow than
their intended scope language. Moreover, Petitioners argue that the term "almost entirely" is not
merely an interpretation of the scope language but rather an entirely new and far more narrow
definition of the products that are covered in the investigation, Consequently, Petitioners
recommend that the Department should not place a quantitative value on the term "made
substantially of wood."

Department's Position:

We agree with Petitioners that the term "made substantially of wood" in the existing scope
language of the Petition, the Initiation Notice, and the preliminary determination sufficiently
defines the products that are covered in the scope of this investigation,

The subject merchandise are made substall/ially of wood products, including both solid
wood and also engineered wood products made from wood paTlicles, fibers, or other
wooden materials such as plywood, oriented strand board, particle board, alld
fiberboard: with or without wood veneers, wood overlays, or lamina res; \-Villz or without
nOll-wood componellts of /rim such as metal, marble, leather, glass, plas/ic, or other
resins; alld whether or not assembled, completed offillished.

See Initiation Notice, 68 FR at 70228.

Additionally, the language that respondents proposed fi.e., "made almost entirely of wood") does
not provide further clarification for the term "made substantially of wood." Instead it defines the
term with different meaning than what Petitioners intended in the scope language and carries a
different and more narrow meaning than the word "substantially". Accordingly, the Department
has not reinterpreted the term "made substantially of wood" in the existing scope.

Comment 5: Long.Term Care Market

Sunrise Medical contends that patient-room furniture made with wood or wood products, such as
(hat used in the long-term care industry, nursing home, anclJor similar markets (collectively
known as "the LTC market"), should not be covered by the current antidumping investigation.

Sunrise Medical asserts that a review of the criteria from the Diversified Products case
demonstrates that the physical characteristics of Sunrise Medical's LTC patient-room furniture,
the expectations of pllrc~asers, the ultimate use of the products, the channels of trade through
which the products reach (he ultimate customer, and the manner in whic~ the products are
advertised and displayed are different and distinct from wooden bedroom furniture for the retail,
residential, hospitality, dormitory, and similar markets.

Moreover, citing pictures and specifications attached to its submissions, Sunrise Medical
indicated that the assisted-living market and the LTC patient-care market are regulated at the
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state and Federal levels. Sunrise Medical explains that, because of these differences, Sunrise
Medical's LTC patient-room furniture is classifiable under HTSUS 9402 as "Medical, surgical,
dental, or veterinary furniture" rather than HTSUS 9403, the designated HTSUS classification set
forth in the Petition. Therefore, for this reason, Sunrise Medical believes that Petitioners did not
include LTC products in their identification of "all" U.S. producers of bedroom furniture covered
by the scope of the investigation.

Petitioners contend that Sunrise Medical has not provided any basis for excluding patient-room
furniture from the scope of the investigation. Further, Petitioners argue that Sunrise Medical's
LTC patient-room fumiture made of wood or wood products is clearly covered by the scope of
the investigation. [n fact, Petitioners comment that, in its initial submission, Sunrise Medical
conceded that its imported products fall within the scope of the investigation.

Sunrise Medical's rebuttal comments reiterate previously submitted evidence to argue that its
LTC patient-room furniture is designed for patient-care applications in patient-care facilities and
not for general bedroom uses. Therefore, it is the company's position that furniture designed for
non-bedroom uses. including Sunrise Medical's LTC patient-room fumiture, should be excluded
expressly from the scope of the investigation.

Department's Position:

Sunrise Medical has not presented conclusive evidence to support its assertion that there are
meaningful and administrable distinctions between LTC patient-room furniture and other types
of wooden bedroom furniture. Therefore, we cannot conclude that, as a category of furniture,
products which Sunrise Medical associates with the LTC market are outside the scope of the
investigation.

The petition is clear that furniture destined for the assisted-living market is within the scope of
the investigation. The Petitioners stated in the petition that hospital beds are outside the scope of
the investigation. The LTC category of merchandise which Sunrise Medical asserts the
Department should exclude from the scope of the investigation is broad and, within that category,
some items may be similar to subject merchandise under the Diversified Products criteria while
other products in the LTC category may share characteristics of hospital beds and other products
clearly outside the scope. Therefore, making a determination that all LTC-designated products
are outside the scope without considering the specific products would not be appropriate at this
stage of the investigation.

In its request and comments, Sunrise Medical presents information on different types of products
it considers to be part of the LTC market. While it is possible that some of the items it discusses
may be outside the scope of the investigation, the Department cannot make a general
determination about an entire category of merchandise absent a detailed, evidence-based
presentation of argument.
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For these reasons, we have not completed the analysis of the category of LTC products under the
Diversified Products criteria for purposes of this scope memorandum. Upon the issuance of any
antidumping duty order which may result from an affinnative detemlination by the lTC, parties
may request that the Department conduct scope-clarification proceedings to addrcss specific
products.

Comment 6: Ready-to-Assemble Bedroom Furniture

HDC assens the Department should apply the five-part diversified products test for detennining
whether RTA belongs in the same class or kind of merchandise as wooden bedroom furniture
covered in the scope of the investigation. HDC believes that RTA furniture should be excluded
from the scope of the investigation.

HDC argues that an analysis of the Diversified Products criteria illustrates the differences that
exist between RTA fumiture and traditional assembled wooden bedroom furniture in the
following five factors: (1) the physical characteristics of the product; (2) the expectations of the
ultimate purchasers; (3) the ultimate use of the product; (4) the channels of the trade in which the
product is sold; and (5) the manner in which the product is advertised and displayed.

HDC asserts that the physical characteristics of RTA bedroom furniture at the point of purchase
would not enable most ConSumers to determine whether those unassemblcd physical components
were ultimately intended for use in a bedroom, living room, or office.' Alternatively, HDC
contends that the physical characteristics of finished bedroom furniture readily identify the
merchandise's intended use. Furthennore, HDC argues that RTA fUIlliture generally involves a
design without ornate features that can be assembled by the household consumer with basic
household tools whereas traditional finished bedroom furniture with intricate features that require
specialized tools to assemble would not be suitable for the average household consumer.

HDC contends that ultimate purchasers of finished wooden bedroom furniture expect to receive a
single piece of furniture ready to place in a bedroom and capable of USe for its intended purpose.
Also, it asserts, purchasers of finished goods understand that the product may have to be
produced individually and shipped in its finished fOIm, a process that can take several months to
complete. Ultimate purchasers of RTA furniture expect (0 receive a box filled with any number
of components, instructions, and tools that can be used to produce a finished product. Likewise,
RTA products are sold in a pre-packaged kit and pmvided to consumers at the point of purchase
or within days of transmitting an order at a distribution center. [n this regard, HDC asserts that,
not only are the expectations of RTA purchasers versus finished goods purchasers different as to
what they are receiving, the expectations arc different as to when they will receive the product as
well.

, [d. at 5.
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When examining the ultimate use of the product, HDC argues that RTA furniture does not have
use as bedroom furniture. It contends that RTA fumiture only has use as individual components
to be joined, assembled, and transformed into a finished product that may be used as bedroom
furniture.

When considering the channels of trade in which the product is sold, HDC asserts that RTA
furniture is provided to consumers through different supply chains, logistics, and distribution
channels than those for finished furniture. [t explains that RTA furniture is shipped to an
intermediate distribution center in re-packaged kit boxes and provided to consumers immediately
at the point of sale or within days of transmitting an order to a distribution center. Whereas,
HDC asserts, bedroom fumiture is produced against a single order and shipped in its finished
form directly to the consumer, a process that can take weekS for delivery directly to the ultimate
consumer's home in a ready-to-use condition.

Finally. HOC contcnds that RTA furniture is advertised and displayed in its finished stage in a
showroom or catalog, Accordingly, it states, the similarities between the advertisement of
display of RTA fumiture and finished furniture stop at that point. HDC asserts that RTA
fumiture must be advertised affirmatively as unassembled goods requiring assembly before use
as furniture. In addition, HDC argues that RTA furniture can be advertised as ready for
immediate or short-term delivery which may not be the case for finished bedroom furniture,

Dore] contends that RTA bedroom furniture should be excluded from the scope of this
investigation. Dorel claims that an analysis of the Diversified Product criteria would clarify that
the RTA bedroom furniture is a distinct product from bedroom furniture.

Dorel asserts that the physical characteristics and uses of RTA furniture di ffer from wooden
bedroom furniture. Unlike the mainstream bedroom furniture which is sold and displayed in an
assembled form before being sold to an end-user, Dorel argues, RTA goods are not intended to
be assembled by the retailers but are intended to be maintained in their imported form and sold as
unassembled to an end-user.

Dorel argues that purchasers do not consider RTA furniture to be wooden bedroom furniture. It
asserts that consumers buying RTA furniture are not in the market for large, heirloom pieces but
are generally looking for more flexibility in furnishing their homes and are not adverse to
spending the time and effort to assemble the furniture themselves. Thus, Oord argues, the
consumer's expectations are very different for products that require further assembly rather than
for products that are already fully assembled.

In addition, Dorel claims the channels of trade through which RTA products reach the ultimate
customer and the manner in which RTA products are advertised and displayed are different and
distinct from wooden bedroom furniture. For example, it contends, the primary distribution
channels for RTA products are mass merchandisers, discounts stores, and specialty stores, In
contrast, Dorel presents, factory-assembled furniture is distributed through independent dealers
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and other furniture retail stores. Likewise, Dorer asserts that the advertising and display ofRTA
products reflett a type of advertising undertaken by mass merchandisers and, accordingly, such
advertising cannot devote substantial floor room and displays to the sale of these furniture
products. ncontrasts such advertising with that of retailers which sell factory-assembled
products and have full display areas available.

In their scope comments, LTD and ABC maintain that wooden RTA bedroom furniture is a
separate and distinct product group from traditionally assembled or factory-assembled bedroom
furniiure (collectively, "factory-assembled bedroom furniture"). Accordingly, LTD and ABC
propose to modify the existing scope language to define RTA bedroom furniture and exclude it
from the scope of the investigation as follows:

"The scope of the petition excludes...(9) RTA bedroom furniture. RTA for purposes of
this exclusion means the product is imported complete, but with its major component
parts unassembled, in packaging of such sizes and labeling as to be readily identifiable as
being intended for retail sale to the ultimate consumer without any alteration in the form
of the product or its packaging. Each package will be labeled "RTA-Ready to assembled
by ultimate purchaser only" or words to that effect."

In addition, LTD and ABC assert that the above proposed exclusionary language contains
safeguards and addresses Petitioners' concerns regarding circumvention due to the following
elements:

The packaging would have to identify the RTA bedroom furniture clearly as such.
• The packaging would be of a size and shape as to be readily identifiable for sale to

the ultimate purchaser, such that a party other than the ultimate purchaser ~., an
intermediate party such as the importer, distributor, or retailer) could not alter the
contents nor alter its packaging. The RTA product would be packed for import in
its retail packaging, together with the necessary diagrams, instructions and
hardware required for assembly, in a "point-of-purchasc" display box.
Major components of the article would be imported unassembled, thereby
preventing circumvention of the order by importing substantially completed
fumiture in need of only minor assembly.

LTD and ABC also illustrate differences in the consumer's expectation and the primary
distribution channels between RTA bedroom furniture and factory-assembled bedroom furniture.
For instance, LTD and ABC argue that, with RTA furniture,the consumer has more options
because the choice (assemble-it-yourself or pay for the assembly) rests with the consumer, not
the manufacturer. Thus, they contend, consumers are offered the choice on RTA products, a
"tak~-with" price and an "assembled-item price." LTD and ABC conclude that such a distinction
is a factor in the consumer's expcctations relative to the purchase of RTA versus traditionally
assembled furniture.
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Likewise, LTD and ABC argue that the primary distribution channels for RTA bedroom furniture
arc mass merchandisers and discount stores rather than carefully selected independent dealers or
manufacturers' blended retail chains. In such settings, according to LTD and ABC, customers
can purchase RTA furniture and load them onlo the cart themselves without the need of a sales
person to assisl them with the purchase of the furniture. Consequently, LTD and ABC state that
quicker furniture delivery affects consumers' expectations in furniture purchases.

LTD and ABC claim that Petitioners have not submitted any comments in opposition to the
exclusion of wooden RTA furniture from the scope of the investigation nor chosen to challenge
LTD and ABC's specific proposed scope language excluding wooden RTA furniture. Therefore,
LTD and ABC conclude that, given Petitioners' silence on the scope language, the Department
should proceed with excluding wooden RTA furniture from the scope of the investigation.

Petitioners conlend that the requests made by LTD/ABC and HOC to exclude RTA furniture
from the scope of the investigation have no merit. Petitioners argue that the scope language
states clearly that the investigation covers wooden bedroom fumiture "whether or not assembled,
completed or finished." Therefore, Petitioners assert that the scope language is not ambiguous in
defining RTA furniture as bedroom furniture, since the definition of the tenn "RTA furniture"
makes clear Ihal it is furniture that is "not assembled."

Petitioners contend that LTD and ABC's assel1ion that RTA furniture is distinguishable from
traditionally assembled furniture in term of physical characteristics is unsupported. Petitioners
argue thai the distinction LTD and ABC make regarding RTA furniture as "generally built to
provide flexibility in home furnishing" is vague and difficult to comprehend. Moreover,
Petitioners question whether such physical distinctions actually exist. Likewise, Petitioners
contend thai the distinction they made on traditionally assembled furniture as being generally
built to last for generations relied upon the fact that a single domestic producer on its website has
expressed pride about the fact that its products are durable. Petitioners contend that such a single
statement about the characteristics of the furniture of one domestic producer does not convey
anything meaningful about the physical characteristics of traditionally assembled furniture.

Petitioners also assert that the argument made by LTD and ABC that there is a clear' dividing line
between RTA furniture and traditionally assembled furniture with respect to consumer
expectations lacks a factual basis on which to determine whether the distinction in fact exists.
Petitioners contend that LTD and ABC assert that consumers have different expectations of RTA
furniture because it is less stylish than traditionally assembled furniture such that consumers of
RTA furniture do not expect it to stay relevant even as their taste and lifestyles change.
Petitioners argue that this distinction, to the extent that it once existed, has diminished greatly.

Petitioners contend that LTD and ABC submitted nothing about the ultimate uses of RTA and
traditionally assembled furniture because no differences exists in the ultimate uses of the
products.
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Petitioners contend that the primary distribution channels for RTA furniture are the same as
traditionally assembled furniture, asserting that these common channels include retailers such as
Wal-Mart, Kmart, JC Penney, and conventional furniture stores. Petitioners also claim that LTD
and ABC acknowledge that "the line of demarcation is blurred in the channels of trade for RTA
and traditionally assembled furniture ..."

Additionally, Petitioners argue there is nothing different or special about the manner in which
RTA furniture is advenised. Moreover, Petitioners assen that'LTD and ABC acknowledge that
RTA furniture and traditionally assembled furniture are both sold by similar retailers, especially
mass-market retailcrs.

Finally, for all of the above-mentioned reasons, Petitioners argue that the Department should not
exclude RTA wooden bedroom furniture from the scope of the investigation. Petitioners contend
that there is no conceivable legal or factual basis for an cxclusion of RTA fumilure and the scope
language proposed by LTD and ABC would afford no meaningful protection against
circumvention.

Department's Position:

The Depanment finds the scope language of the Petition, the Initiation Notice, and the
preliminary determination states clearly that wooden bedroom furniture "whether or not
assembled, completed, or finished" is within the scope of this investigation. Further, given the
clear language of the petition, there is no support for the arguments that it covers only
"traditional" bedroom furniture and not also furniture imported in component or unassembled
form.

Where there is no ambigUity in the scope language of the petition, it is not necessary to examine
the Diversified Products criteria funher. Furthermore, the suggested eXClusionary language by
some requestors regarding specific types of packaging criteria under which RTA furniture may be
found outside the scope is vulnerable to circumvention. Therefore, because the Petitioners were
clear in the petition that they meant to include unassembled wooden bedroom furniture in the
invcstigation, the Department has detennined that RTA wooden bedroom fumiture is within the
scope of this investigation.

Comments 7: Home Office Pieces

Markor, Lacquer Craft, and the CFTF requeslthat the Department confirm their interpretation of
the scope of the investigation with regard to home office fumiture items. Markor, Lacquer Craft,
and the CFTF argue that the existing scope language clearly includes "(6) desks, computer
stands, filing cabinets, book cases, or writing tables that are attached to or incorporated in the
subject merchandise" (emphasis added), yet exeludes from the subject merchandise "(3) office
furniture, such as desks, stand-up desks, computer cabinets, credenzas, and bookcases."
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Thus, MarkOI', Lacquer Craft, and the CITF assen that the above-referenced exclusions cover
their home office pieces. Given the clearcxc1usion of desks, computer stands, filing cabinets.
book cases, or writing tables from description of the subject merchandise, Markor, Lacquer Craft
and the CFTF argue that they do not intend to include such products in their sales listing,
regardless of style or wherher such pieces share the same "collection" name as a bedroom
collection.

Petitioners did no! make an affimlati\'e statement regarding home office pieces as discussed by
Markor, Lacquer Craft, and the CITF.

Department's Position:

The Depanment finds the scope language of the Petition, the Initiation Notice, and the
preliminary dctermination states clearly that wooden bedroom furniture includes "(6) desks,
computer stands, filing cabinets, book cases, or writing tables that are attached to or incorporated
in the subject merchandise." See Petition at 7. Therefore, we find the scope language as
currently Wlitlen proVides the appropriate basis for determining whether certain home office
pieces are within the scope of the investigation. In other words, the scope of the investigation
covers such products which arc attached to or incorporated into the subject merchandise.

Recommendation

We recommend that the Department adopt the positions as outlined above concerning the scope
of the antidumping investigation on wooden bedroom furniture from the People's Republic of
China.

Agree~ Disagree _

~~
Laurie Parkhill
Office Director
AD/CYD Enforcement

I
Date
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Background

Wendy J. Frankel
Director

AD/CVD Operations, Office 8

Robert Bolling
Program Manager

AD/CVD Operations, Office 8

Michael Holton
Senior Case Analyst

Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China

Infant (baby) Changing Tables ami Toddler Beds Scope
Dete1mination

On February 15, 2005, the Department of Commerce ("the Department") received a request on
behalf of Dorel Asia SrL ("Dore!") for a detelmination on whether certain infant fl.lmiturc (i,."c,
infant (baby) changing tables, toy boxes or chests, infant (baby) armoires, and toddler beds) is
covered by the antidumping duty order on wooden bedroom furniture from the People's Republic
of China, See Notice of Amended Final Determinat!Q!1 of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and
Antidumping Duty Order: Wooden Bedroom Fumiture from the People's Republic of China, 70
FR 329 (January 4, 2005) ("Order"); see also Notice ofFinal Detenmnatioll of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value in the Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Fumiture u'om the People's RepnQlie<
of China, 69 FR 67313 (November 17,2004) (''Final Determination"), On March 9,200\



Petitioners! submitted comments regarding the scope ruling request. On March 11,2005, tli(:
Depaltment also received a request on behalf of Style Craft Furniture Co., Ltd. ("Style Craft") for
a detennination on whether toddler beds are covered by the Order. On March 22, 2005, Style
Craft submitted comments in SUppOlt ofPetitioners' recommended exclusion language for
toddler beds. On March 23,2005, Birchfield Design Group, Birchfield Design (Asia) Ltd.,
Dongguan Birchfield Gifts Co. Ltd., and DOilgguan Longreen Birchfield Arts & Craft Co., Ltd.
(collectively "Birchfield") submitted comments in response to Dorel's scope ruling request and
Petitioners' comments regarding infant (baby) changing tables. On March 24, 2005, Dorel
submitted a response to Petitioners' March 9, 2005, conmlimts. On March 28; 2005, the
Department received comments on behalf of Toys "R" Us and Babies "R" Us (collectively "Toys
"R" Us':) in response to Dorel' s scope ruling request and Petitioners' comments on whether
certain infant furniture (}&, infant (baby) changing tables, toy boxes.or chests, infant (baby)
mIDories, and toddler beds) is covered by the Order. On April 4, 2005, the Petitioners submitted
a response to Birchfield's March 23, 2005, cOllll1:)ents and DoreJ's Mal'ch 24, 2005, comments.
On April 4, 2005, Birchfield submitted additional comments on the requested c1mification of
scope with respect to infant (baby) changing tables.

On November 14, 2005, the Department issued a scope ruling memorandum on infant (baby)
a11110ires and toy boxes or chests, in accordance with 19 CFR35l.225(k)(1). The Department
determined that the descriptions of the product contained in the petition, the initial investigation,
the determinations bythe Secretary (including prior scope detenninations) and the ITC were, in
fact, dispositive with respect to infant (baby) armoires and toy boxes or chests. However, in the
same memorandum, the Depmtment initiated a formal scope inquilY with respect to toddler beds
and infant (baby) changing tables ("scope inquiry"), pursuant to 19 CFR 351.225(e), because the
scope descriptions of the merchandise contained within the petition, the initial investigation and
Order, and the determinations by the Department and the lTC, as provided by 19 CFR
35l.225(k)(1), are not dispositive with regard to infant (baby) chmging tables and toddler heds.
Therefore, the Department found it necessary to consider the five addItional factors set forth in
19 CFR 351.225(k)(2).

On Janumy 23,2006, the Department issued a questiOlmaire with a due date ofFebrumy 6, 2006,
to all the interested parties on the comprehensive scope inC[uilY service list concerning the
alltidumping duty scope inquiry. On Janumy 31,2006, the Department received a letter from
Darel Asia in which it requested a two-week extension for the purpose ofresponding to the scope
inquily questiotmaire. On Februmy 1,2006, the Depmtment also received a letter from Toys "R"
Us requesting a three-week extension for the purposes of responding to the scope inqniry·
questionnaire. On February 3, 2006, the Depmtment extended the due date for the responses to
the scope inquiry questionnaire by two weeks, or until FebrualY 20, 2006. On February 21, 2006,

I Petitioners in this case arc the American Furniture Manufacturers Committee for Legal Trade and its
individual members, and the Cabinet Makers, Millmen, and Industrial Carpenters Local 721, UBC Southem Council

. ofIncluslTial \i\lorker's Local Union 2305, United Steel Workers of American Local 193U, Carpenters Industrial
Union Local 2093, and Teamsters, ChauffcUl:S, Warehousemen and He"]per Local 991.
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Dorel, Toys "R" Us imdPetitioners submitted responses to the toddler beds and infant (baby)
changing tables scope inquiry questiOimaires. On February 21,2006, Style Craft submitted a
response to the toddler beds scope inquily questionnaire. On Februaty 21,2006, Birchfield
submitted its response to the infant (baby) changing tables scope inquhy questionnaire.
Additionally, Dore! and Toys "R" Us submitted comments to Petitioners' questionnaire response.

On March 14, May 13, June 13, July 13, 2006, and August I, 2006, in accordance with 19 CFR
351.302(b), the Department extended the time peliod for issuing a determination because of the
extensive C01mnents received by the Department and the significant difficulty ofthe attendant
lssues.

Scope of the Order

The Depat'tment defined the scope of the investigation in its notice of initiation.2 During the
investigation the scope language was modificd to exclude jcwehy armoircs,' cheval mirrors,4 and
m.irrors that do not attacli to, incorporate in, sit on, or hang over a dresser if they at'e not designed
and marketed to be sold in conjunction with a dresser as part of a dresser-mhTOr setS in the Final
Determination and the Order.'

The.product covered is wooden bedroom furniture. Woodell bedroom fumiture is generally, but
not exclusively, designed, manufaetmcd, and offered for sale in coordinated groups, or

2See Notice oflnitiation of Antidumping Duty I1lVcstigation: Wooden ~edroom Furniture from the People's
Republic of China, 68 FR 70228 (December 17, 2003) ("Initiation Notice").

1 On July 7 i 2006, the Depm1rnent published \Vooden Bedroom FumituTc from the People's Republic of
China: Final Changed Circumstances Review, and Detenniuatioll to Revoke Order in Part, 71 FR 38621(July 7)
2006), modifying the jewelry armoires' exclusion to exclude jewelry annoires that have at lea-st one side door
(whether or not the door is lined with felt or felt~like material) from the scope of the Order

. 4 See Issues and Decision Memdran~dum Conceming Jewelry Annoircs and Cheval Mirrors in the
Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom furniture from the People's Republic of China, to Laurie
Parkhill, Office Dhector, from Robert Bolling, Program Manager, dated August 31, 2004 C'Jewelry Annoires and
Cheval Mirrors Memorandum").

s. See Memorandum COJicerning Mirrors in the Antidumping Duty Investigation ofWoodcn Bedroom
furniture from the People's Republic of China, to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director, from Robert Bolling, Program
Manager, dated September 29,2004 ("Mirrors Memorandum").

6 See also Memorandum to the File from Laurel LaCivita, Analyst, to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director,
Antidumping Duty Investigation of Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Republic of China: Summary on
Comments to the Scope (June 17, 2004); Memorandum to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director, from Erol Yesin, Case
Analyst, Antidumping Duty Investigalion of Wooden Bedroom Furniture frolU the People's Republic of China:
Summary on the Scope of the Investigation (November 8,2004).
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bedrooms, in which all of the individuaLpieces are of approximately tile same style and
approximately the same material and/or finish. The subject merchandise is made substantially of
wood products, including both solid wood and also engineered wood products made from wood
palticles, fibers, or other wooden materials such as plywood, oriented strand board, particle
board, and fiberboard, with or without wood V~lleers, wood overlays, or laminates, with or
without non-wood components or trim such as metal, marble, leather, glass, plastic, or other
resins, and whether or not assembled, completed, or finished.

The subjectmerchandise includes the following items: (1) wooden beds such as loft beds,
bunk beds, and other beds; (2) wooden headboards for beds (whether stand-alone or attached to
side rails), wooden footboards for beds, wooden side rails for beds, and wooden canopies for
beds; (3) night tables, night stands, dressers, c01runodes, bureaus, mule chests, gentlemen's
chests, bachelor's chests, lingerie chests, wardrobes, vanities, chessers, chifforobes, and
wardrobe-type cabinets; (4) dressers with framed glass minors that are attached to, incorporated
in, sit on, or hang over the dresser; (5) chests-on-chests,7 highboys,' lowboys,' chests of
drawers,'o chests,11 door chests, 12 chiffoniers,1J hutches,14 and annoires;" (6) desks, computer
stands, filing cabinets, book cases, or wtiting tables that are attached to or incorporated in the
stlbj ect merchandise; and (7) other bedroom furniture consistent with the above list.

7 A chest-on-chest is typically· a tall chest-of-drawers illlwo 01' morc sections (or appearing to be in two or
more sections), with one or two sections mounted (or appearing to be mounted) on a slightly larger chest; also known
as a tallboy.

Il A highboy is typically a tall chest of drawers usually composed ofa base and a top section with drawers,
and supported all four legs or a Slt.tall chest (often 15 inches Of more in height).

9 A lowboy is typically a short chest of drawers, not more than four feet high, nonnaUy set on short legs,

10 A chest of drawers is typically a case containing drawei·s for storing clothing.

II A chest is typically a case piece taUer than it is wide featuring a series of drawers and with or without
one or more doors for storing clothing, The piece cun either include drawers or be designed us a.1arge box
incorporating a lid.

12 A door chest is typically a chest with hinged doors to store clothing) whether or not containil1g drawers.
The piece may also include shelves for televisions and other entertaimnent electronics.

13 A chiffonier is typically a tall and llarrow chest of drawers nonnally used for storing undergannents and
Lingerie, often with mirror(s) attached.

14 A hutch is typically an open case of furniture with shelves that typically sits on another piece of furniture
and provides storage for clothes.

15 An armoire is typically a tall cabinet or wardrobe (lypically 50 inches or taller), with doors, and with onc
or morc drawers (either exterior belm¥ or above the doors or interior behind the doors), shelves, and/or garment rods
or other lIpparatus for storing clothes. Bedroom armoires may also be used to hold television receivers and/or other
audio-visual entertainIllent systems.
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The scope of the order excludes the following ileITIs: (I) seats, chairs, benches, cuuchss,
sofas, sofa beds, stools, and other seating furniture; (2) mattresses, mattress supports (including
box springs), infant clibs, water beds, and futon frames; (3) office furniture, such as desks, stand
up desks, computer cabinets, filing cabinets, credenzas, and bookcases; (4) dining room or
kitchen fumiture such as dining tables, chairs, servers, sideboards, buffets, comer cabinets, china
cabinets, and china hutches; (5) other non-bedroom fumiture, such as television cabinets,
cocktail tables, end tables, occasional tables, wall systems, book cases, and entertainment,
systems; (6) bedroom furniture made primarily ofwicker, cane, osier, bamboo or rattan; (7) side
rails for beds made of metal if sold separately from the headboard and footboard; (8) bedroom
fumiture in which bentwood parts predominate;'· (9) jewelry armories;l7 (10) cheval mirrors;"
(II) certain nletal parts;" and (12) mitTOrs that do not attach to, incorporate in, sit on, or luing
over a dresser ifthey are not designed and marketed to be sold in conjlmction with a drcsser as
palt of a dressel:-mirror set.

Imports of subject merchandise are cunently classifiable under subheading 9403.50.9040
of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("I-ITSUS") as "wooden...beds" and
under subheading 9403.50.9080 of the I-ITSUS as "other...wooden furniture ofa kind used in the
bedroom." In addition, wooden headboards for beds, wooden footboards for 'beds, wooden side
rails for beds, and wooden canopies for beds may also be entered under subheading
9403.50.9040 of the lUSUS as "parts ofwood" and framed glass minors may also be entered
under subhcading7009.92.5000 of the I:ITSUS as "glass minors ...framed." This order ,covers all
wooden bedroom fumiture meeting the above description, regardless of tariff classification.
Although the HTSUS subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes, our
written description of the scope of this proceeding is dispositive.

16 As used herein, bentwood means solid wood made pliable. Bentwood is WQod that is brought to a curved
shape by bending it while made pliable with moist heat or other agency and then set by cooling or drying. See
Customs' Headquarters' Ruling Letter 043859, dated May 17, 1976.

17 Any armoircl cabinet or other accent item for the purpose of storing jewelry, not tO,exceed 24" in width,
18" in depth, and 491l in height, including a minimum of 5 lined drawers lined with felt or felt-like material, at least
one side door (whether or not the door is ljned with felt or felt'like material), with necklace hangers, and a flip-top
lid with inset mirror. See Memorandum from Laurel LaCivita to Laurie Parkhill, Office Director, Issues and
Decision Memorandum COllcerning Jewelry Annoires and Cheval Mirrors in the Antidumping Duty Investigation of
Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the People's Repub,lie o[China dated August 31, 2004, See Wooden Bedl'OO"l
Furniture from the People's Republic of China: Notice afFinal Results of Changed Circumstances Review and
Revocation in Part, (FR citation and date to be added).

18 Cheval minors, Le., any framed, tiltable mirror with a height in excess of 50" that is mounted all a floor.:.
standing, hinged base,

19 Metal furniturc parts and unfinished furniture parts mude of wood products (as defined above) that ar~
not otherwise specifically named -in this scope~, wooden headboards for beds, wooden footboards for beds,
wooden side rails for bed's, and wooden canopies for beds) and that do not possess the essential character of woodcn
bedroom fumiture in an ullasscmblcd, incomplete, or unfinished forr;!. Such parts are usually classified under
nTSUS subheading 9403,90,7000.
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I. Whether Toddler Beds are Outside the Scope of Antidumping Dnty Order
. on Wooden Bedroom Fnrniture from the PRe

On November 14,2005, pursuant to a scope request on behalf of DoreI, the Department initiated
a formal scope inquiry to determine whether toddler beds are excluded from the scope of
antidumping duty order on wooden bedroom fumiture from the PRe. For the scope request the
Department evaluated' Dore!'s request along with comments submitted by Petitioners, Toys "R"
Us, and Style Craft. The Department determined that the descriptions contained in the petition,
the initial investigation, the detetminations by the Secretary (including prior scope
determinations) and the ITC were not dispositive with respect to toddler beds. See 19 CPR
351.225(k)(2). Additionally, the Depattment reviewed the scope request and comments with
respect to toddler beds from the numerous interested parties and detelmined that there was also
insufficient h1fol1nation on the record to make a detel1nination using the five additional factors
set forth in 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2). On January 23,2006, the Department issued a questionnaire
requesting additional information conceming the five additional factors set forth in 19 CFR
351.225(k)(2) for the antidumphlg duty scope inquiry to determine whether toddler beds are
cxcluded from the scope of the Ordcr.

A. Legal Framework

The Department examines scope requests in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225. On matters
conccming the scope of an antidnmping duty order, the Department first examhlCs the
description of the merchandise contained in the petition, the initial investigation, the
determinations of the Secretary (including prior scope determinations) and the ITC. See 19'CFR
351.225(k)(I). This detennination may talec place with or without a fOlTIlal inquiry. If the
.Depat·lment detclmines that these descriptions are dispositive of the matter, the Department will
issue a final scope mling as to whether or not the subject merchandise is covered by an order,
pursuant to 19 CFR 351.225(d).

Conversely, where the descriptions of the merchandise are not dispositive, the Department will
consider the five additional factors set forth in 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2). These criteria are: i) the
physical characteristics of the merchandise; ii) the expectations ofthe ultimate purchasers; iii) the
ultimate use of the product; iv) the chalmels of trade in which the product is sold; and v) the
manner in which the product is adveJtised and displayed. The determination as to which
analytical framework is most appropriate in any given scope inquiry is made on a case-by-case
basis after consideration of all"evidcnce before the Departmcnt.

B. Parties' Arguinent aud Respouse

Because infant cJibs were specifically excluded from the scope of the Order, Dorel, Style Craft,
and Toys 'OR" Us contend that toddler beds should also be excluded given that they share similar
physical, production, and design characteristics with an infant crib.
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Petitioners agree that toddler beds designed to use a standsrd infant crib mattress 8hou1<1 h"
excluded fi'om the Order. Petitioners, however, argue that standard twin beds are clearly covered
by the scope of the Order.

1. Physical Characteristics afToddlers Beds

Dorel and Toys "R" Us describe a toddler bed as a transitional bed from infant crib to a statldard
bed for a child. Toys "R" Us adds that toddler beds are specifically designed with the safety and
needs of children that are too small for a standard bed. To qualifY as an exclusion from the scope
ofthe Order, Dorel and Toys "R" Us also contend that a toddler bed would be required to
conform with the American Society for Testing and Materials ("ASTM") standards described in
designation F 1821-97 (ASTM Vol. 15.07,2004, Consumer Safety Specification for Toddler
Beds). Citing the Department's scope inquily detennination in Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire
Stand from Mexico, Dorel argues that the Depaltment has relied on the existence of ASTM
standards as a starting point in determining whcthcr celtain products should be found to be
within or outside the scope of an antidumping order. See Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Stand
from Mexico: Scope Iuquiry Final Detennination Memorandum, dated June 16,2004. Dorel
argues that in this case the ASTM specification provides an industry-recognized standard for
toddler beds, which not only describes the product characteristics but also describes the stringent
testing that toddler beds must undergo. Style Craft also explains that toddler beds arc also
subject to the voluntary Juvenile Product Manluacturers Association ("JPMA") Certification.

Dorel explains that toddler beds have three physical characteristics that distinguish them from
other in-scope merchandise, specifically standard twin bcds or other adult-size beds. The
primary distinguishing physical characteristic that Dorel and Toys "R" Us provide, which is
described by ASTM F1821, is that a toddler bed is a bed that is sized to accept a filll-size crib
mattress having the dimensions of 51 5/8 inches in length and 27 1/4 inches in width. Second, as
described by ASTM F1821, Dorel, Style Craft, and Toys ''R'' Us contend that a toddler bed is
intended for use by a child not less than 15 months of age and who weighs no more than 50
pounds (22.7 kilograms ("kgs")). Dorel and Style Craft also argue that toddler beds are
physically distinguishable from a standard and youth beds because a toddler bed is lower to the
floor to allow easier access for young children. Style Craft and Toys "R" Us describe a toddler
bed as allowing for free access and egress to a child with fixed guardrail(s) (or other retention
devices) to prevent the child [rom falling out of the bed. Style Craft describes a typical infarlt
crib as 70 centimeters ("cm") in width by 130 em in length by 90-120 cm in height, while the
typical toddler bed is 70 em in width by 130 em in length by 20 cm in height. Style Craft
continues to explain that toddler beds may also be subject to the voluntary Juvenile Product
Manufacturers Association Certification.

Style Craft argues that infant cribs are designed with high rails and slats no wider tharl 2 and 3/8
inches apart. Style Craft explains that the height of the infant crib is adjustable to allow thc casy
rcmoval ofthe child from the crib. Further, Style Craft states that as the child becomes more
active the infant crib is adjustable and when a child reaches a height of more than 35 inches the
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child should be moved to a toddler bed. hI contrast with the infant crib, Style Craft explains ,,',JI
the toddler bed is designed to allow a child to climb in and out of the bed without assistance.
However, Style Craft explains that the infant crib and toddler bed share the same sized mattress
and both share the similar safety feature rails to prevellt a child from falling out of the bed or
Clib. Style Craft also explains that junior (yonth) beds are significantly different from toddler
beds or infant clibs. Style craft explains that junior beds require a mattress with the dimensions
of29 inches in width by 66 inches in length. In contrast, a full-size crib mattress used for toddler
beds has the dimensionsof27 inches in width and 51 5/8 inches in length.

Dorel, Style Craft, and Toys "R" Us contend that toddler beds are most similar to infant clibs in
technical specifications regarding ASTM standards, the physical characteristics ~, mattress,
gnard rails, etc.), and the production process because, like infant cribs, toddler beds are
specifically designed with the safety and needs of children that are too small for a standard bed in
mind. Similar to infant cribs, Toys "R" Us argues that a main design feature is to prevent the
child from falling out of the toddler bed. Doreland Toys "R" Us explain that toddler beds'
physical characteristics are not designed to accommodate adults, teenagers or older children in
either terms o[weight or body size, which separate its physical charactelistics from a standard
twin bed or other adult-size beds, Dorel and Toys "R" Us add that most models of infant cribs
are currently marketed and advertised as converting t6 a toddler beel. Toys "R" Us also alleges
that toddlei"beds are similar to infant cribs because they are subject to the same regulatolY
compliancc tests. Toddler beds and infant cribs llndergo entrapment hazard testing, impact and
loading testing, and have similar waming and caution statements, whereas youth beds do not.

Petitioners cxplain that, to the best oftheir knowledge, toddler beds are beds that are designed to
nsc a standard crib mattress having the dimensions of 51 5/8 inchcs in length and 27 1/4 inches in
width, Further, Petitioners state that thcy do not know of a single example of a product identified
as a toddler bed that was not dcsigned specifically for use with a standard crib mattress.
Petitioners describe toddler beds as typically having side rails, which prevent the child from
falling out of the bcd. Petitioners also note that retailers scll infant cribs that are convertible to a '
toddler bed with the attachment of side rails.

2. Expectations ofthe Ultimate End Purchasers

Dorel, Style Craft, and Toys "R" Us state that expectations of the ultimate end purchasers are for
the toddler bed to serve as a transition bed from an infaut crib to a full- size bed for a child,
which takes into consideration age-appropdate sizingand 'safety considerations. Toys "R" Us
argues that purchasers will generally use a yOllth bed oncc the child has exceeded the 50-pound
weight criterion.

Petitioners explain that their understanding is that the end purchaser's expectation is for the
toddler bed to scrve as a transitioll bcd from a crib to a standard twill beel. Petitioners describe a
toddlcr bed as a product for children olel enough to climb out of a crib anel injure themselves,
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However, because the toddler bed uses the same size mattress as a crib, it is not as intimidating
for a child.

J. Ultimate Use ofthe Product

Dorel, Style Craft, and Toys "R" Us state that ultimate use of the toddler bed is as a safe
transition bed from an infunt crib to a standard-size bed for a child that is not less than 15 months
old and that weighs no more than 50 pounds. Dorel contends that toddler beds are not a
substitute for a standard-size bed because toddler beds are too small and are designed for a child
that weighs under 50 pounds. Dorel explains, however, that there is some degree of
substitutability between cribs arid toddler beds because most infant cribs today are also
convertible to a toddler.bed. Furthermore, Dorel argues that any infant crib that converts to a
toddler bed would also meet ASTM F 1821-97.

Toys "R" Us argues that toddler beds are not substitutable with other youth beds or infant cribs.
Toys "R" Us alleges that toddler beds use a crib mattress to provide consumers with the
convenience of making a single mattress purchase for the crib and toddler bed. Toys "R" Us
continues by stating that, to the best of its lmowledge, the U.S. retail industly fo1l9WS the
gliidelines provided by the Consumer Products Safety Commission and does not sell youth beds
as toddler beds. Further, Toys "R" Us argues that infant cribs that are convertible to toddler beds
must meet the same ASTM specifications and safety specifications, but expand the fnnctionality
and usability of the infant crib for consumers.

Petitioners explain that, to the best of their knowledge, the ultimate use and demand for a toddler
bed is as a bed for children who may be too big for a crib but not yet big enough for a standard
bed or youth bed. While Petitioners acknowledge that infant cribs and toddler beds are
somewhat substitutable because they share the same size mattress, Petitioners argue that toddler
beds are not substitutable with s.tandard youth twin beds, which it states are referred to in the
trade as "3/3a" bed (i.e., a mattress with a width of3 feet and 3 inches or 39 inches). Petitioners
contend that the mattress size provides a bright line distinction between toddler beds and youth
twin beds.

4. Channels ofTrade

Dorel, Style Craft, and Toys "R" Us contend that toddler beds are marketed separately from
wooden bedroom furniture, explaining that toddler beds are generally sold through children's
specialty stores or mass merchants rather than traditional furniture retailers. If, however,
traditional [ui-niture retailers sell toddler beds, Dore! alleges that these retailers market and
display the toddler beds in separate sections ii-om its other bedroom furnitnre. Toys "R" Us
alleges that lm-ge fumiture retailers do not market to the infant/toddler market nor do they sell
toddler beds because of the specialized nature of toddler beds. Conversely, Toys "R" Us states
that children's specialty stores do not sell standard bedroom fitrnitnre. Finally, Dorel and Style
Craft explain that toddler beds are not generally shipped with other merchandise covered in the
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scope. Style Craft adds that some retailers may purchase both wooden bedroom furniture. ,:1f!
toddler beds, but tluit these retailers would purchase these items from different wholesale
distributors.

Petitioners argue that there are no differences in chamlels of trade between imported and
domestically produced youth/infant fumiture,

5. Manner ofAdvertising or Display

AB already discussed, Dorel states thattraditional fumiture retailers generally market and display
the toddler beds in separate sections from other bedroom furniture. Regarding advertising, Dorel
and Toys "R" Us explain that product infolmation conccrning toddler beds is marketed and
disseminated in the same manner as the sale of infant cribs because, as with an infant crib, a
toddler bed meet ASTM requirements and is generally a companion itern to the infant clib. Style
Craft and Toys "R" Us also explain that toddler beds are advertised with other age-appropriate
items snch as car scats, high chairs or strollers, rather than other bedroom fumiture. Finally,
Toys"R" Us argues that toddler beds are marketecl at the JPMA trade show, which is for juvcnile
products such as toddler beds.

Pctitioners argue that there is no signifi~ant differencc between the dissemination of product
infolmation for youth and adult fumitme.

C. Analysis

The Depaltment does not find that an "infant" or "youth" classification or description alone is
grounds for finding that toddler beds are outside the scope of the Order. Further, the exclusion of
infant cribs is not in itself indicative that all infant wooden bedroom fumiture was intended to be
excluded from the scope. Rather, the exclusion of infant cdbs fi'om the scopc is only dispositive
of the intent to exclude infant cribs and docs not on its own providc any indication regarding the
inclusion or exclusion of other types of infant bedJoom furniture. Ho'wever, the specificity of the
language exchiding infant cribs from the Ordcr, along with'the inclusion of scope language that
"other bedroom furniture consistent with the abovc list" is within the scope of the Order,
indicates that other types of infant wooden bedroom furniture that are consistent with the
descriptions in the scope language are included within the Order, as long as they are not
specifically excluded. Thus, because thc scope of the Order was not dispositive with respect to
toddler beds, the Depaltment has evaluated Darel's, Style Craft's, Toys "R" Us' and Petitioners'
comments in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2).

1. Physical Characteristics nfToddlers Beds

As described by parties, ASTM F 1821-97 defines and desctibes the characteristics of a toddler
bed. All parties arc in agreement that a toddler bed is a bed that is clesigned to usc a standard crib
mattress having the dimensions of 51 5/8 inches in length and 27 1/4 inches in width.
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Petitioners, along with Dorel, also recognize that infant cribs often convelt into toddler beds,
Toddler beds also have safety and design features such as side rails, which prevent the childr
from falling out of the bed, and they are lower to the floor.

When comparing a standard bed and infant crib with the toddler bed, a toddler bed in both
technical specifications regarding safety standards and the physical characteristics (M>., mattress,
guard rails, etc.) resembles an infant crib more than a standard bed. As already stated, all parties
are in agreement that toddler beds are designed to be used with a standard infant crib mattress.
Toddler beds are physically distinguishable from standard and youth beds because a toddler bed
is lower to the floor and has fixed guardrail(s) (or other retention devices) to prevent the child
from falling out of the bed. Similarly, the dimensions of toddler beds differ and are
distinguishable from junior (youth) beds or other stmidard beds. For example, the dimensions of
junior (youth) bed are desclibed as 29 inches in width by 66 inches in length. Those of a twin
mattress are 3 feet and 3 inches or 39 inches in width by 75 inches in length, contrasted with
those ofa full-size crib mattress used for the toddler bed of27 iuches in width by 515/8 inches
in length. Further, ASTM F 1821-97 provides that toddler beds are designed for children not less
than 15 months of age and who weigh no more than 50, pounds (22.7 kgs), The physical
characteristics of toddler' beds are not designed to acconunodate adults, teenagers 01' older
children in tenns of either weight or body size, which distinguish it from a standard twin bed or
other adult-size beds. Lastly, toddler beds are also moTe similar to infant cribs than to youth beds
or other beds because they are subject to the same regulatory compliance tests, such as
entrapment hazard testing, impact and loading testing, and include similar warniug and caution
statements, unlike youth and other beds.

2. Expectations ofthe Ultimate End Purchasers/Ultimate Use ofthe Product

All parties are in agreement that the expectations of purchasers and the ultimate use of the
toddler bed as a transition bed for a child who is too big for an infant crib but too small for a full
size bed. Parties also agree that toddler beds take into consideration age-appropriate sizing and
safety considerations. Fmther, ASTM F 1821-97 also distinguishes the usc of toddler bed from
other beds by describiJlg that toddler beds are to be used by a child not less than 15 months of age
who weighs no more than 50 pounds (22.7 kgs). Similarly, substitutability between infant cribs
and toddler beds provides similar expectations and uses because they share the same size
mattress and because many infant cribs are convertible to a toddler bed, whereas a toddler bed is
not substitutable with a twin bed or other bed.

3. Channels afTrade

Toddler beds are primarily marketed and sold through children's specialty stores or mass
merchants 'rather than traditional furniture retailers, Pmiies, however, do recognize that some
furniture retailers also market and sell toddler beds and there is no indication that mass
merchants do not also sell other in-scope merchandise. Thus, we disagree with Toys "R" Us that
children's specialty stores do nolsell other in-scope wooden bedroom furniture. Again, because
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the Depmtment does not find that an "infant" or "youth" classification or description alone is
dispositive, the Department does not find that toddler beds are outside the scope of the Order
solely because the item is sold at a children's specialty store. We agree with Petitioners that
there are no differences in chamlels of trade between imported and domestically produced
youth/infant furniture.

4. Manner ofAdvertising or Display

Retailers do market and display the toddler beds in sepm'ate sections from other bedroom
fumiture. Whether toddlers beds are advertised in the same mmmer as infant cribs or other age
appropriate items is inelevant for the purpose oftms scope inquiry. Other than stating that a
retailer may market or display toddler beds in a separate section from other bedroom fUl11iture,
parties have not provided any record evidence that distingnishes or describes how toddler beds
are advertised differently from other in-scope merchandise. Therefore, we agree with Petitioners
that there is no significant difference between the dissemination of product infoTI'Uation or
advertising for youth and adult furniture.

Recommendation

In analyzing factors set forth at 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2), the detenuination as to which analytical
criteria are most appropriate in any given SGope inquiry is made on a case-by-case basis aftcr
consideration of all evidence before the Deparlment. In this case, we find that the physical
characteristics, the expectations. of the ultimate purchaser and ultimate use provide the most
guidance in determining whether toddler beds are outside the scope of the Order. With regard to
the physical characteristics, toddler beds are distinguishable from other in-scope beds and are
more similar to exc1udcd infant cribs with respect to size and safety considerations. It is
undisputed that toddler beds are distinguishable from all other beds on the basis ofthe size ofthe
mattress which is a standard crib mattrcss having the dimensions of 51 5/8 inches in length by 27
1/4 inches in width. Similarly, it is undisputed that expectations of tile end user and ultimate use·
are distinguishable from other in-scope mechandise.

In sum, because the criteria under 19 CPR 351.225(k)(I) arenot dispositive witlnegard to
toddlcr beds, the Depaltment determined that it was necessary to 'consider the five additional
factors set forth at 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2). Based upon thc above analysis, we recommend that
thc Department find toddler heds desigued to use a standard crih mattress having the dimensions
of 51 5/8 inches in length by 27 1/4 inches in width and corrfOlU1ing to ASTM F 1821-97 do not
meet the description of merchandise within the scope of the Order.

Disagree
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II. Whether Infant (baby) Chane-ing Tables are Outside the Scope of
Antidumping Duty Order on Wooden Bedroom Furniture from the PRC

On November 14,2005, pursuant to a scope request on behalf ofDorei, the Department initiated
a formal scope inquiry to determine whether infant (baby) changing tables are excluded from the
scope of antidumping duty ~rder on wooden bedroom furniture from the PRC. For the scope
request the Department evaluated Dorel's request along with comments submitted by Petitioners,
Toys "R" Us, and Birchfield. The Department determined that the descriptions contained in the
petition, the initial investigation, the detenninations by the Secretary (including prior scope
determinations) and the ITC were not dispositive with respect to infant (baby) changing tables.
See 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2). Additionally, the Department reviewed the scope request and
comments with respect to changing tables from the numerous interested parties and determined
that there was also insufficient information on the record to make a determination using the five
additional factors set forth in 19 CFR 351.225(lc)(2). On January 23, 2006, the Department
issued a questioilllaire requesting additional infornlation concerning the five additional factors set
forth in 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2) for the antidUmping duty scope inquiry to determine whether
toddler beds are excluded fTOm the scope of the Order.

A. Legal Framework

The Department examines scope requests in accordance with 19 CFR 351.225. On matters
concerning the scope of an antidumping duty order, the Department first examines the
dcscription of the merchandise contained in the petition, the initial investigation, the
determinations of the Secretary (including prior scope determinations) and the ITC. See 19 CFR
351.225(k)(1). This determination may take place with or without a formal inquiry. If the
Department detenuines that these descriptions arc dispositive ofthe matter, the Depaltment will
issue a final scope ruling as to whether or not the subject merchandise is covered by all order,
pursuant to 19 CFR 351.225(d).

Conversely, where the descriptions of the merchandise are not dispositive, the Department will
consider thc five additional factors set forth in 19 CFR 351.225(lc)(2). These criteria are: i) the
physical characteristics of the merchandise; ii) the expectations ofthe ultinlate purchasers; iii) the
ultimate use of the prodnct; iv) the ohatmels oftrade in which the product is sold; and v) the
malUler in which the product is adveltised atld displayed. The detennination as to which
analytical framework is most appropriate in any given scope inquiry is made on a case--by-casc
basis after consideration of all evidence before the Depaltment.

B. Parties' Argument and Response

Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us argue that infant (baby) changing tables that have a barrier on
all sides of the changing surface, or a contoured 16 inch by 32 inch changing pad that serves as a
safety barrier around the entire perimetcr of the top ofthc table, and mayor may not have any
numbcr of shelves, doors, or drawers, which meet the safety standards established by the ASTM
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specification F-2388-4 should be excluded from the scope of the Order. Citing the Dcpm'uaex,f:,:
scope inquiry determination in Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Stand from Mexico, Dorel argues
that the Department has relied on the existence ofASTM standards as a starting point in
determining whether certain products should be found to be'within or outside the scope of an
antidumping order. See Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Stand from Mexico: Scope Inquiry
Final Determination, dated June 16,2004. Dore1 argues that in this case the ASTM specification
provides an industry-recogIlized standard for the changing tables, which not only describes the
product characteristics but also describes the stringent testing that changing tables must undergo.
As such, Dorel adds that to assist in the enforcement ofthe exclusion of the changing tables,
certifications indicating that the changing tables meet the ASTM specifications could accompany
customs entry documents. Dorel and Toys "R" Us explain that the changing tables are further
differentiated from other wooden bedroom fumiture because of the specific desigIl and safety
features associated with changing iables.

Birchfield argues that the Department should reconsider its decision to use the Diversified
Products criteria (i.e., 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2)). Birchfield contends that the scope of the Order is
not ambiguous and clearly does not cover changing tables because changing tables are a separate
class or kind of merchandise than the scope of the Order describes. Additionally, Birchfield
argues that the Order's silence regarding changing tables as either beiilg included or excluded
demonstrates Petitioners' original intent not to include changing tables within the scope of the
Order.

Petitioners explain that they agree that changing tables with no drawers or doors and that include
a pennanent guard rail around the entire peJimeter of the top ofthe table should be outside the
scope of the Ordcr. However, Petitioners argue that changing tables with either drawers or doors
or that do not have a permanent guard rail around thc entire perimeter of the top of the table
cannot be outside the scope of the Order because they are dressers or chests that are otherwise
expressly identified in the scope ofthe Order. Petitioners concede that products designed to be
exclusively used as a changing table are not covered by the Order. Petitioners, however, argue
that the best means ofdetermining whether an item is exclusively a changing table, dresser
hybrid or chest hybrid is to find that all changing tables with doors and drawers are within the
scope of the Order. Therefore, Petitioncrs believe that any exe!usion or finding that changing
tables are outsidc the scope of the Order would require that the changing table contain no drawers
or doors and include a permanent guard rail around the entire perimeter ofthe top ofthe table,
To not make this distinction, as explained by Petitioners, would create the potential for ma:,jve
evasion ofantidumping duties.

1. Physical Characteristics ofChanging Tables

Dorel ane! Toys "R" Us describe a changing table as an elevated freestanding structure that is
designed to support and rctain an infant child (not weighing greater than 30 pounds or 13.6
kilograms) in a horizontal position for the purpose of changing the infant child's diaper.'
Birchfield adds that a changing table has a long, flat surface large enough to hold an infant child,
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with barriers around the surface and a strap to prevent the infant child from roIling offthe table.
Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us argue that to qualify as a changing table the table must meet
tile voluntaly ASTM specifications provided in F-2388-4. Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us
argue that thete are several features that differentiate a changing table from other wooden
bedroom furniture. Specifically, Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us state that changing tables
must have at least one of the following safety barriers that comply with ASTM F-2388-4 and
prevents an infant child from rolling offthe table: (I) a safety barrier that sUlTolinds the entire
perimeter of the top of the table, (2) a safety barrier that requires the top surface to be contoured
with two opposingbaniers, or (3) a contoured changing pad that serves as a safety banier around
the entire perimeter of the table and is sold with the changing table. Dorel, BirchfIeld, and Toys
"R" Us also explain that the height and surface area of changing tables are designed specifically
for the purpose ofchanging the infallt child's diaper by an adult caregiver. Birchfield also
explains that a changing table may contain a strap for the infant.

Althongh changing tables have features similar to dressers or other wooden bedroom furniture
(U, drawers, shelves, etc.), Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us argue that changing tables differ
from dressers and other wooden bedroom fUflliture because ofthe above-described physical
characteristics and consumer safety ASTM specification (none ofwhich pertain to dressers or
other wooden fhmiture) applicable to changing tables. Similarly, Dore!, Birchfield, alld Toys
"R" Us contend that, unlike other wooden bedroom fumiture, the specific pnrpose and design of
a changing table is to ensure the safety of the infant child and provide the necessmy conveniences
expected by the caregiver when changing the infant child's diaper. Dare! also alleges that
changing tables are more similar to infant cribs, which are excluded from the scope, than any
other merchandise described within the scope of the Order. Dare!' s support for its allegations is
that, like infant cribs, chmlging tables also must meet celiain consumer safety requirements and
ASTM safety specifications.

Dorel and Toys "R" Us argue that the differing physical characteristics described above also
result in differing production requirements. These requirements are the result of the railings or
safety barrier installed to protect the infant child, the height and size ofthe chmlging table,
special inspection procedures alld other safety requirements ~, entrapment hazard tests,
stability tests, structural integrity tests, etc.). Dorel, BirchfIeld, alld Toys "R"Us also argue that
changing tables require warning labels affixed to them, which other wooden bedroom furniture
within the scope of the Order does not.

Finally, Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us argue that although ASTM F-2388-4 does not
require that the railings around the perimeter of the changing table be pennallent, banierslrailings
are an integral part of their changing tables. Dore! explains that for certain designs, rails could be
removed with tools, but such removal would result in exposed holes used to attach the rails and
would damage the stlUcture. Similarly, Birchfield argues that its railings are not removable
unless they are sawed off and that all of its products are sold with such railings. Lastly, Toys "R"
Us explains that ASTM F-2388-4 requires that all changing tables have a permanent warning
label affixed to the table such that removing it would damage the wood.
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Petitioners describe a changing table as a piece of furniture that has a flat top surface all,;
pelmanent guard rail around the perimeter of the top surface. Petitioners continue to describe
changing tables as usually having safety straps to hold a child in place and shelves for storage.
Petitioners contend that "changing tables". that have drawers or doors are really dressers, chests
of drawers, or other in-scope merchandise used by caregivers to change infant children's diapers.
Petitioners argue that the only clear way to distinguish a dresser, a chest of drawers, or a
commode fi'om a changing table is to eliminate the drawers and doors and require thatthe flat top
surface have a permanent guard rail around the entire perimeter. Petitioners contend that
changing tables are not covered by the Order if they are.desclibed as having a flat top surface and
permanent guard rail around the perimeter of the top surface, with no drawers or doors.

Specifically, Petitioners allege that changing pads are marketed as turning any dl'esser top or flat
surface into an instant, convenient baby changing table. Similarly, Petitioners further explain
that Stanley Furniture offers a "changing station" accessory to be used with its various types of
"nursery" dressers that function as a changing table when combined. Therefore, Petitioners argue
that the ability of a dresser to function as a changing table by attaching an accessory, such as a
pad, should not make it a changing table. Petitioners also cite ASTM F-2388-4, at paragraph
3.1.1, stating" {c} hanging tables may convert from 01' to other items of furniture, suchas, but not
limited to a dresser, desk, hutch, bookshelf, or play yard." Petitioners continue to cite ASTM F
2388A, at paragraph 3.1.1, which explains, "{fJor changing tables with a flat changing surface,
barriers shall be provided on all sides of the changing surface," which Petitioners contend means
that unless thepiece offumiturc has baniers on all sides of the changing surface, the addition of
a changing pad or changing station does not make a dl'esser into changing tahle.

2. loxpectations ofthe Ultimate End Purchasers

Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us describe the expectations of the ultimate end purchaser for
the changing table as providing the adult caregiver with a safe, convenient and practical piece of
fumiture to change an infant child's diaper. Fmther, Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us describe
that end purchasers also expect the changing table to serve as a convenient and easily accessible
place to store diapers, cloths, and other infant care items needed when changing the infant child's
diaper. Birchfield argnes that end purchasers' expectations of a changing table and dresser or
cbest are very different. Birchfield and Toys "R" Us explain that end purchasers are willing to
pay more money for the additional functionality and safety associated with a changing table.
Therefore, they allege, end purchasers' expectations when buying a changing table are morc tkn
merely purchasi.ng a piece of furniture in which to store cloths or other items.

Petitioners argue that. there are a substantial number ofproducts on the market that are sold as
youth dressers or chests that are also marketed as changing tables with the addition of an
accessory. Additionally, Petitioners cite several end purchasers' reviews ofpurchased changing
tables. Petitioners contend that these reviews show that purchasers' expectations are for the
product to function as a dresser long after its use as a changing table.
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3. Ultimate Use ofthe Product

Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us explain that, as stated above, the primary purpose of a
changing table is to provide the adult caregiver and infant child a safe, convenient and practical
piece offurniture to change the infant child's diaper. Birchiield cohtends that any otheruse of
the changing table is secondary to primary design. Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us argue that
established ASTM safety requirements provide a bright line means from which to differentiate
the ultimate use of a changing table versus other wooden bedroom furniture. Dorel, Birchfield,
and Toys "R" Us also contend that dressers or chests of drawers are not suitable substitutes for
changing tables because they are not the correct width, height, or length to safely and
comfOliably change a baby, nor does any other piece of fumiture meet the ASTM specifications.

Petitioners aclmowledge that a changing table has a narrow and limited end use and is essentially
obsolete when the child is no longer wearing diapers. Petitioners add, however, that a dresser
that is designed to be converted into a changing table during the child's infancy has an ultimate
end use as both a changing table and a dresser. '

4. Channels ofTrade

Dorel, Birchfield, and Toys "R" Us contend that changing tables are marketed separately from
wooden bedroom furniture, explaining that changing tables are generally sold througb children's
specialty stores or mass merchants rather than traditional furniture retailers. If, however,
traditional furniture retailers sell changing tables, Dorel and Birchfield allege that these retailers
market and display the changing tables in separate sections from its other bedroom furniture. To
the best of its knowledge, Dorel argucs that changing tables are always marketed to match an
infant crib and 'are ncver marketed to match with adu,lt or youth fmuiture. Toys "R" Us alleges

, that large furniture retailers do not market to the infant/toddlcr market nor do they sell changing
tables because of the specialized nature ofthe changing table. Conversely, Toys "R" Us statcs
that baby children's specialty stores do not sell standard bedroom furniture. Finally, Dore!
explains that toddler beds are not generally shipped with other merchandise covered in the scope.

Petitioners argue that there are no differences in channels oftrade between impOlied and
domcstically produced youth/infant fu11liture.

5. Manner ofAdvertising or Display

Dorcl and Toys "R" Us explain that product information concerning changing tablcs is marketed
and disseminated in the same maimer ,as the sate of infant cribs because, as with infant cribs,
changing tables meet ASTM requirements and are generally companion items to infant cribs.
Toys "R" Us also explains that toddler beds are advertised and displayed in close proximity with
other nursery products rather than other bedroom furniture. Dorel states that, to the best of its
lmowledge, changing tables are never displayed or marketed with other adult bedroom furniture
but are typically displayed with matching infant cribs.
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Petitioners argue that there is no significant difference between the dissemination ofproduct
it;formation for youth and adult fumiture.

c. Analysis

The D~pilrtmentdoes not find that an "infant" or "youth" classification or description alone is
grounds for fmding that infant (baby) changing tables are outside the scope of the Order.
Further, the exc1usion of infant cribs is not in itself indicative that all infant woo.den bedroom
fumiture was intended to be outside the scope of the Order. Rather, the exclusion of infant cribs
from the scope is only dispositive of the intent to exclude infant cribs and does not <in its own
provide any indication regarding the inclusion or exclusion of other types of infant bedroom

. furniture. However, the specificity of the language excluding infant cribs from the Order, along
with the inclusion of scope language that "other bedroom furniture consistent with the above list';
is within the scope of the Order, indicates that other types of infant wooden bedroom furniture
that are consistent with the descriptions in the scope language are included within the Order, as
long as they are not specifically excluded. Thus, because the scope of Order was not dispositive
with respect to changing tables, the Department has evaluated Dorel's, Birchfield's; Toys "R"
Us' and Petitioners' conm1entsin accordance with.19 CFR 351.225(k)(2).

1. Physical Characteristics ofInfant (bab)~ Changing Tables

ASTM F-2388-4 defines and describes the broad characteristics of infant (baby) changing tables.
Although changing tables have added safety baniers that surround the entire perimeter of the top
of the table or a contoured changing pad that serves as a safety banier around the entire perin1eter
of the tahle, many changing tables have features similar to dressers or other wooden bedroom
furniture (<;hg,., drawers, doors, etc.). The Department also recognizes that a changing table's
height and surface area are designed for the purpose of changing the infant child's diaper by an
adult caregiVer. The Department also recognizes that changing tables are often designed to meet
consumer safety specifications. However, the Department agrecs with Petitioners that these
features alone do not distinguish changing .tables from other in-scope merchandise.

We disagree with Birchfield that its changitlg tables with drawers or doors, regardless of whether
the guard railing is removable, fall outside the scope because Birchfield's changing tables contain
characteristics of in-scope merchalldise (i.e., dresser). The Department evaluates whether the .
piece of fU111iture is within the scope, based on the entirety of the physical characteristics.
Whether a piece of fmniture is used as a changing table does not provide a sole basis for the
exclusion. In tilis case, additional characteristics, such as a penuanent guard rail, do not form a
basis for an exclusion when the changing table also incilldes other physical characteristics (~,
drawers or doors) similar to other in-scope merchandise. Thus, the fact that all item can be used
as· a changing table, in addition to a dresser, does not necessitate a fmding that it is outside the
scope.
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Further, as ASTM F-2388-4, at paragraph 3.1.1 states, "{c}hanging tables may COllWrl fmm C'"

to other items of furniture, such as, but not lirnited to a dresser, desk, hutch, bookshelf, or play
yard." Similarly, ASTM F-2388-4 also allows the use of a changing pad to convert any dresser
top or flat.surface into a infant (baby) changing table. Therefore, as ASTM F-2388-4 describes,
it is possible for changing tables to serVe many functions other than acting merely as a changing
table, some ofwhich are included within the scope of the Order.

Based on the above physical characteristics, we determine that the best way to distinguish a
changing table from a dresser or other wooden bedroom furniture is to describe a changing table
as having no drawers or doors, with the flat top surface surrounded by a pennanent guard rail.

It is not disputed that the expectations of the tdtimate end purchaser and an ultimate use of
changing table is to provide an adult caregiver with a safe, convenient and practical piece of
fumiture to change an infant child's diaper. We agree with partics that end purchasers also
expect the changing table to provide a convenient and easily accessible place to store diapers,
cloths, and other infant care items needed when changing the infant child's diaper. We agree
with Birchfield that expectations of a changing tablc and dresser or chest are different for the sole

. purpose of changing an infant child's diaper. We disagree with Birchfield, however, that
purchasers' expectations regarding a changing table and dresser or chest do not share other
similar expectations such as a place to store clothes. FurthernlOre, there is substantial evidcnce
that products on the market which are sold as youth dressers or chests are also marketed as
clianging tables with the addition of a changing pad or other accessory. We agree with
Petitioners' analysis and find that, with respect to changing tables that include drawers or doors,
thc purchaser expects not only a place for an adult caregiver to change an infant child's diaper,
hut also the additional function of a dresser after its use as a changing table is rio longer
necessary.

3. Channels afTrade

Changing tables are primarily marketed and sold tlu'ough specialty stores or mass merchants
!'ather than traditional furniture retailers. Parties, however, do recognize that some furniture
retailers also market and sell changing. tables and there is no indication that mass merchants do
not also sell other in-scope merchandise. We disagree with Toys "R" Us that specialtys!.Oi"''''; ,:";
not sell other in-scope wooden bedroom furniture because these stores also sell infant/youth
dressers, amlOires or other similar in-scope fumitnre items. Because the Department does not
find that an "infant'i or "youth" classification or description alone is dispositive, the Department
does not find that changing tables are ontside the scope of the Order solely because the item is
sold at a children's specialty storc.
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4. Manner ofAdvertising or Display

Retailers market and display changing tables in a separate section from other be<;lroom furniture.
Whether changing tables are adve1tised in the same manner as infant cribs or other age
appropriate items is iITelevant for the purpose of this scope inquiry. Other than stating that a
retailer may market or display changing tables in a separate section from other bedroom
furniture, parties have not provided any record evidence that distinguishes or describes how
char,ging tables are adve1tised differently from other in-scope merchandise. Furthe1more, record
evidence also indicates that other infant/youth dressers, armoires or other similar in-scope
furniture items are displayed with changing tables.

In analyzing factors set forth at 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2), the determination as to which analylical
criteria are most appropriate in any given scope inquiry is made on a case-by-case basis after
consideration of all evidence before the Dcpartment. In this case, we find that the physical
charactcristics, the expectations of the ultimate purchaser and ultimate use provide the most
guidance in detennining whether changing tables are within the scope of the Order. With regard
to the physical characteristics, a changing table that meets ASTM F-2388-4 and has a safety
barrier that surrounds the entire· perimeter of the top of the table or a contoured changing pad that
serves as safety barrier around the entire perimeter of the table does not alone provide
distinguishing·characteristics that separate it from other in-scope merchandise, such as a dresser,
chest or other merchandise.

As discussed above, simply because the item can be used as a changing table docs not necessitate
a finding that it is olltside the scope when the physical characteristics do not distinguish the item
from in-scope merchandise. Sinlilarly, expectations of thc cnd uscr and ultimate use of changing
tables with drawers aIld doors is also no't distinguishable from a dresser a11d other iI1-scopc
merchandise because consumers have expectations of using the "changing table" as a dresser
after it is no longer needed as a changing table. However, changing tables with no drawers or
doors,and with the flat top surface surrounded by a permanent guard rail, are sufficiently
distinguishable from dressers, chests and other wooden bedroom fumiture by the physical
characteristic and ultimate expectations and use ofthe chaIlging table.

Because the criteria under 19 CFR 351.225(k)(I) are not dispositive with regard to infaIlt (bab)-)
changing tables, the Department determined that it was necessary to consider the five additional
factors set fOltb at 19 CFR 351.225(k)(2). Based upon the.above analysis, we reconunelld that
the Department find infant (baby) changing tables with drawers or doors meet the description of
merchandise within the scope of the Order. We also recOlmnend the Department find infant
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(baby) changing tables with no drawers OJ: doors, and with the flat top surface surrounded by a
permanent guard rail, do not meet the description of merchandise within the scope of the Order.

Agree Disagree

Date
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